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This thesis describes an investigation of the transport 
phenomena of a binary mixture over a rotating disk and under 
conditions of molecular distillation. These phenomena were 
studied using a modified version of the commercially designed 
centrifugal molecular still, CMS-5.
A mathematical model was developed which relates the 
equations of maximum evaporation rate, heat and mass transfer 
of the transport behaviour of fluid on a rotating disk to such 
parameters as mass flow rate, composition, film thickness, mean 
velocity, Reynolds number, surface temperature, and relative 
volatility.
Numerical techniques have been used in solving the model, 
and from the computed and the experimentally measured values, 
it was possible to evaluate the performance of the still in 
terms of the theoretical molecular plate.
The mathematical model is also capable of predicting the 
mean distillation rate and composition of distillate. Reasonable 
agreement was obtained between the measured and calculated values.
In order to solve the mathematical model, it was also 
necessary to evaluate experimentally some physical property data 
of the binary mixture.
Mean rates of distillation and compositions of distillate 
of the binary mixture (di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate - di-2-ethylhexyl 
sebacate) were measured for a set of feed compositions over a 
range of temperatures and feed rates. The overall performance of 
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8.1 CONCLUSIONS







The ever increasing demand for highly pure compounds such as 
vitamins, anhydrous enzymes, and diffusion oils requires more than 
often the process of molecular distillation, which is the only method 
for the separation of heat-sensitive, high molecular weight and low 
volatility materials by distillation.
In this process the material is heated in an environment of 
high vacuum such that the distance travelled by the evaporating mole- 
cules before being condensed is comparable to the mean free path of 
the vapour molecules in the residual gas. The use of high vacuum 
thus provides the escaping molecules with an unobstructed path of 
travel between the evaporating and condensing surfaces, and conse- 
quently the vanishing of the dynamic equilibrium between the liquid 
and the vapour phases; i.e. there is no boiling phenomenon and distilla- 
tion proceeds at any temperature as long as there is a temperature 
difference between the evaporating and condensing surfaces.
Operating at such reduced pressure and without the state of 
equilibrium limits the applicability of the vast documentation related 
to conventional distillation. However, at the turn of the century 
theories were put forward where the interfacial resistance and maximum 
evaporation rate became the controlling factors during the process of 
molecular distillation.
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The maximum evaporation rate theory offers molecular distilla- 
tion a unique advantage over the conventional equilibrium distillation, 
where materials having similar vapour pressures can be separated 
providing that their molecular weights are different. Unfortunately, 
in practice this advantage has not been realised. Factors like the 
geometry of the system, collisions between molecules, orientation of 
molecules, surface depletion, torpidity effect, and many others were 
thought to be the contributors to this deficiency.
Since these factors are not inter-related,the low efficiency 
of only one affects very extensively the performance of the distilla- 
tion process, if not the whole chemical plant. Subsequently, a race 
was under way among chemists, designers, and chemical engineers to 
overcome some of the factors involved and to offer the most efficient 
equipment in terms of performance, cost, and versatility. One of 
the most successful equipment was the centrifugal molecular still 
and, despite its high cost, its excellent separating power made it 
the outstanding molecular distillation equipment for decades, and 
up to the present day.
In essence, this still consists of a heated rotating disk 
which distributes the fluid in the form of a thin film across its 
surface utilizing the centrifugal force,and a nearby cooler surface 
for collecting the vapourized molecules. The entire system is 
enclosed in a highly evacuated container.
In recent years, a significant increase in commercial appli- 
cations has been noted. However, only limited studies relating to
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the basic principles of distillation under high vacuum conditions 
have been carried out; also it seems that the basic knowledge of 
the fundamental mechanisms of heat, mass, and momentum transfer under- 
lying the phenomena has not been used in describing this process. 
In addition, despite the number of theoretical and experimental research 
papers published over the years, little effort has been directed to 
date towards evaluating quantitatively the distillation rate and 
relative volatility under conditions of high vacuum, molecular disti- 
llation in the centrifugal molecular still.
Due to the fact that the present chemical, petrochemical, and 
food industries involve more high molecular weights and thermally- 
sensitive materials, and despite the relatively high capital cost of 
the centrifugal molecular still which may now be justified if high 
value and thermally-sensitive products are recovered, it is felt that 
a renewed appoach along experimental and theoretical lines would be 
of significant importance in aiding the understanding of the molecular 
distillation process. Therefore, in view of continued interest in 
this field, the aims of this investigation were :
(1) To develop a qualitative and quantitative understanding of mass
and heat transfer mechanisms in the centrifugal molecular still.
(2) To develop a mathematical model in which the equations of heat 
and mass transfer of the transport behaviour of fluid on a 
rotating disk are related to such parameters as mass flow rate, 
composition, film thickness, mean velocity, Reynolds number, 
surface temperature, and relative volatility; thus providing 
a basis of interpreting and correlating the experimental results.
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(3) To ascertain the effect of each of the parameters listed 
below on the operating characteristics of the still :
(a) Temperature of distilland
(b) Temperature of feed
(c) Temperature of condensing surface
(d) Rate of feed to rotor
(e) Composition of feed
(4) To identify the true temperature of distillation.
(5) To study theoretically and experimentally the separation 




2.1 THE CONCEPT OF MOLECULAR DISTILLATION
Hickman [46] states that: "The process of free transfer under 
high vacuum from evaporator to condenser is known as unobstructed- 
path distillation; when the distance of transfer is comparable with 
the mean free path [59] of the vapour molecules in the residual gas, 
it is known as molecular distillation".
In other words, molecular distillation means the transfer of 
vapour from the warmer surface of a liquid to the cooler surface of a 
nearby condenser, the space between the two being evacuated suffi- 
ciently to prevent any obstruction of the vapour and, consequently, 
there is no dynamic equilibrium between phases.
Carman [22] has discussed the relationship between molecular 
distillation and other methods of distillation. He points out that 
the formation and transfer of vapour is achieved by three different 
mechanisms :
(1) Distillation by boiling - where bubbles of vapour are produced 
throughout the liquid at the rate necessary to consume the heat 
supplied. The rate of distillation is controlled by the rate of 
heat transfer, and the latter is usually set by the requirements that 
the liquid should boil quietly and without super-heating. The 
condenser must usually be well separated from the boiling liquid to 
avoid splashing.
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(2) Normal evaporative distillation - in which the rate of 
evaporation is controlled by the rate of mass transfer between 
evaporating and condensing surfaces, not by the rate of heat transfer, 
If the rate of heat transfer is increased, the liquid rises in 
temperature until the increase in saturation vapour pressure of 
the liquid produces a corresponding increase in rate of mass transfer.
(3) Molecular evaporative distillation - shortly, molecular 
distillation, which can be looked at as a form of evaporative 
distillation in which the rate is governed solely by the absolute 
rate of molecular escape from the liquid surface; that is, there 
is essentially no return of molecules from the vapour to the liquid, 
and the temperature and corresponding escaping rate attained by the 
liquid are determined by the heat input, and are unaffected by the 
vapour space conditions, except that the pressure must be very low.
Since the boiling point of a substance is defined as the 
temperature at which the pressure of the vapour overcomes that of 
the surrounding gas, and since in the molecular still, theoretically, 
there is no surrounding gas and hence no boiling point, distillation 
occurs at almost any temperature as long as there is a difference 
in temperature between the evaporating and condensing surfaces.
2.2 MEAN FREE PATH
Free path is a term given to the distance traversed by a 
molecule of a gas between two successive collisions with neighbouring
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molecules. The average distance traversed by all molecules between 
collisions is called the "mean free path".
This distance, which is of fundamental importance in molecular 
distillation, can be computed for a gas or a mixture of gases on 
the basis of kinetic theory.
Clausius [24] evaluated the mean free path of a molecule by 
assuming all molecules to be stationary, with the exception of one, 
and arrived at the following formula :
X = ——-—— ...2.1
ir N a 2
where
X = mean free path (cm) ;
N = number of molecules in 1 cm 3 ; 
a = diameter of the molecule (cm).
In the case where not one molecule only is in motion while 
all the others are at rest - but where all molecules move with 
equal velocity - the mean free path becomes :
X ~ ~j,———————————— 1 T
4 ,, •> ... 2.2
Maxwell [75], by introducing the real law of distribution 
where he takes into account the relationship between relative 
velocities and actual velocities when a number of molecules all 
in motion are present, deduced the following expression for the
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mean free path :
X = ——————— ...2.3 
/J IT N a2
By taking the average over the time, instead of in space, 
Tait [12] found, instead of the numerical factor /2~~, the factor 
1.477 and the formula becomes :
X = ————i————— ...2.4 
1.477 TT N a 2
If it is assumed that the perfect gas laws apply then, for 
example, Maxwell's equation may be otherwise expressed [17] :
-20
, 2.331 x 10 T , _ A = —————————————— . . . /. b
P a 2
where
T = absolute temperature ( K) ;
P = pressure (mm Hg).
It is evident from the above equation that molecules at 
atmospheric pressure travel very small distances between successive 
collisions, but these distances will increase considerably at low 
pressure.
The above-mentioned expressions for the evaluation of the 
mean free path apply only to one molecular species of the gas. 
However, in molecular distillation, there is always present a 
mixture of gases comprised of the distilling molecules and the
residual air molecules. Normally, the materials which require 
the conditions of molecular distillation are of high molecular weight, 
and therefore the molecules of the vapour are much heavier than 
those of residual air molecules. The probability that the large 
vapour molecules collide with the relatively small molecules of the 
residual air moving about at random is much higher than that of the 
collisions of the latter with one another. The corrected mean free 
path for large molecules of diameter a traversing randomly 
distributed air molecules, is given by Loeb [69] as :
X = ——————————————————— ...2.6
where
N =. number of air molecules ;
N = number of vapour molecules ;
Cj = R.M.S. velocity of air molecules ;
C 2 = R.M.S. velocity of vapour molecules ;
a = diameter of air molecule ; 
i
a = diameter of vapour molecule.
Loeb's relationship can be arranged into a more convenient 
form based on the kinetic theory :
IT




r M , T 2 u
1 + M T 1




MI = molecular weight of air ;
M = molecular weight of vapour ;
TI = kinetic temperature associated with air ;
T£ = kinetic temperature associated with vapour ;
N = number of molecules in 1 cm3 .
In our consideration of the mean free path, it is not the 
question to determine exactly its numerical value, but merely to 
obtain an approximate notion of its magnitude, and hence the exact 
knowledge of where the discrepancies lie in the above-mentioned 
theories is not necessary. Furthermore, Hickman [46] showed that 
distillation is less hindered by residual air molecules than is 
predicted by theory. He states: "The residual molecules are not an 
independent maze through which the vapour must wander, but a movable 
barrier readily disturbed by distillation".
Jacobs et al. [58] conducted experiments on the trajectories 
of vapour molecules and measured the undeflected paths of oil 
molecules and, surprisingly, found that these paths are considerably 
greater than the mean free path calculated by the theory. Table 2.1 
shows Jacobs' results.
Jacobs' findings are of particular interest to the designer 
of the molecular still, because they release him from the restriction 
of making the length of the gap between the evaporating and 
condensing surfaces of the same order of magnitude as that of the 
mean free path.
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Table 2.1 : Comparison of free paths and undeflected paths 




















2.3 RATE OF DISTILLATION
Hertz [42], from the theoretical analysis of his experiments, 
arrives at the following fundamental conclusions : There exists 
for every substance a maximum rate of evaporation, which depends only 
on the temperature of the surface and on the specific properties of 
the substance. The maximum rate of evaporation of a substance can 
never be larger than the number of vapour molecules that strike the 
surface of the condenser under equilibrium conditions.
Consequently, the upper limit of the maximum rate of evaporation 
is given by a relationship developed by Meyer [76 ]. This relation­ 
ship gives the number of molecules of a gas at rest as a whole, that 
strike unit area per unit time :
1 -2-1 
i = -j v n [molecules cm sec ] ...2.8
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where
v = mean gas kinetic velocity [cm sec ] ;
n g = equilibrium concentration of the vapour [molecules cm ] .
The mass rate of vaporization, w, is obtained by substitution 
of v and n [31] :
w = p M
2 IT R T
...2.9
luf I *~ *} 1
= 5.833 x 10 ' x Pmm IT (Sm cm~ sec" ) ...2.10
where
P , = gas pressure (millibar) ;
P = gas pressure (torr) ;
M = molecular weight ;
T = absolute temperature ( K) ;
R = gas constant = 8.3143 (J mole~ °K~ )
Accordingly, knowing the vapour pressure, the theoretical rate 
is deduced at once from equation (2.10).
Experimentally, Hertz obtained roughly 10 percent of the 
maximum rate according to equation (2.10), and that was mainly due 
to lack of accuracy when measuring surface temperature.
Knudsen [65] carried out the first really unambiguous 
measurements on mercury. The rate of evaporation was found to be 
the maximum. However, this applied only to carefully purified
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mercury; the rate of evaporation of impure mercury was slower by 
up to three orders of magnitude.
Langmuir [67] was the first to employ the above equation for 
the determination of vapour pressure of tungsten. Brb'nsted and 
Hevesy [11 ], in applying molecular distillation to separate 
partially the isotopes of mercury, found that the rate of molecular 
distillation of the components is inversely proportional to the 
square-root of the molecular weights of these components, as 
indicated by the equation. Washburn et al. [110] found that the 
equation held for solutions if no recondensation occurred on the 
evaporating surface. The actual rate of evaporation will be less 
than the theoretical, because of some reflection of molecules from 
the condensing surface. Langmuir [68] found that, under the 
worst conditions, reflection from the condenser will not be greater 
than 90 percent.
However, as any practical data can only approach the maximum 
value stated by the equation, some factor is normally obtained 
from the ratio of the practical to the theoretical rate, which is 
the degree of departure from this theoretical.
Knudsen's [ 65] theoretical work was specially significant 
because he introduced the concept of a, the coefficient of 
evaporation, defined as :
Actual rate of evaporation 
a = —————————————————————————
Theoretical maximum rate of vaporization
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The coefficient of evaporation (later also denoted as conden­ 
sation coefficient [99] ) should not be confused with the accommo­ 
dation coefficient [64] which was defined by Knudsen as a parameter 
characterizing the exchange of energy between gases and solid or 
liquid surfaces.
Burch and Van Dijck [15] postulated that if the residual gas 
pressure be made sufficiently low, that molecular distillation 
occurred,then further reduction of pressure would produce no change 
in distilling speed. Fawcett [34] verified this statement by 
experimentation with a falling film still. He found that variation 
of the gap between the evaporating and condensing surfaces over 
wide limits did not produce any very noticeable variation in still 
performance, provided the gap did not become much larger than the 
molecular mean free path. A rate of distillation of between 70 and 
90 percent of the theoretical was realized, and the discrepancy is 
probably due to collisions of distillate molecules with each other 
or with residual air molecules.
Other workers [1,3] have studied evaporation rates of 
many liquids and have concluded that water [ 2 ] and other polar 
liquids [ 3 ] have low coefficients; while symmetrical molecules 
[3,4] evaporate at the maximum rate. Hickman [51], believing 
that previous workers' measurements had been made with ultra-simple 
apparatus - the means had perhaps been inadequate for the task - 
led him to the design of the falling-stream tensimeter, where he 
studied the evaporation coefficient of di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate
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and di-2-ethylhexyl sebacate and concluded that the two liquids 
examined do evaporate with a coefficient of unity from clean, new 
surfaces, and that kind of assurance was much needed for his work.
Hickman's [48] studies of the surface structure of liquids 
under vacuum in the pot still led him to the discovery of a new 
phenomenon, called torpidity, which is the blocking of the 
evaporating surface by contaminants, and hence reducing the area 
of effective evaporation. This phenomenon was also investigated 
by Kajiura and Yoshikawa [109]. As the molecular weight and 
viscosity of the distilland is increased, replenishment of the 
desired component in the surface layer becomes a major concern. 
Hickman [46] has indicated that it is imperative to keep the layer 
of distilling liquid, or distilland, as thin as possible for this 
reason, and also to reduce the risk of thermal decomposition.
Thermal decomposition (Hazard) is also thought to be a 
contributory factor to the evaporation coefficient and has been 
studied by Embree [49].
The influence of the geometry of the evaporator on the extent 
of evaporation was also studied by Hickman and Trevoy [51] where 
they found that the number of molecules returning to the evaporator 
is much lower during evaporation from cylindrical or spherical 
surfaces than in the case where evaporation and condensation proceed 
between two flat plates.
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There could be other factors which may or may not have a 
direct influence on the coefficient of evaporation; yet this 
coefficient is only a factor, though it may well be suited to the 
study and presentation of data referring to a single effect. It 
is little more than an 'uncertainty factor when it is used to 
represent the whole process of distillation.
2.4 MATHEMATICAL APPROACH TO THE THEORY OF EVAPORATION
Despite the number of experimental papers published over 
the first four decades of the century concerning the evaporation 
of liquids under vacuum, little agreement was found in relation 
to the values of the evaporation coefficient, even for the same 
materials and under similar conditions. A consequence has been 
a resort to mathematical theory.
Herzfeld [43], Polanyi and Wigner[90], and Newmann [78] 
solved the problem of how long it would take on the average until 
a molecule leaves its potential trough, where it is bound with 
an energy X, the energy of evaporation,by a statistical approach. 
On this basis, they could derive equation (2.10) but had to make 
the additional assumption that all molecules on the surface have 
a binding energy, \, and that all of them have an equal chance to 
evaporate.
Polanyi and Wigner [90] first gave a rough estimate of the 
evaporation possibility by assuming that the surface molecules
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oscillate isotropically about their equilibrium positions, and 
that these oscillations are independent of the oscillations of 
neighbouring molecules. If the frequency of the harmonic oscillations
is v, the number of energy fluctuations per second > A in one
-A/kT 
direction of oscillation is v • e . If one assumes that any
fluctuation > X leads to evaporation, then the evaporation 
probability of a molecule in the surface is :
-A/kT 
f ~ v ' e [sec ] ... 2.11
The above relationship does not take into account the inter­ 
action between the molecules, and hence it leads to low probability 
values. Polanyi and Wigner calculated these interactions by using 
an array of oscillating points as a model and arrived at a final 
expression for the evaporation probability :
-A/kT 
f = ±A . v - e ...2.12
An entirely different approach was followed by Herzfeld, 
Pelzer and Neumann in their attempt to calculate the evaporation 
probability. They based their method on the following consideration: 
The state of any molecule on the surface can be described by two 
distribution functions - the Maxwell energy distribution, and the 
distribution of their centres of gravity in space. If the molecule 
is situated at the periphery of the attraction sphere, no activation 
energy is required for its evaporation since it possesses already 
a potential energy equal to the heat of evaporation. The evaporation
-17-
probability of a surface molecule is consequently
f = A p(rQ ) • f(w) ' dw ...2.13
o 
where
A = the surface area ;
p(rQ ) = the mean density of the molecule ;
r = radius of the attraction sphere ;
f(w) = Maxwell distribution of gas velocities 
perpendicular to the surface.
Upon integration, the above equation yields :
z + i 
f = '




p(0 = ——————-——————— ...2.15
o 
with an integration over the whole attraction sphere T,
-> 
where e(r) is the potential energy which is the outcome of the
deviation r = (r, y, z) from the equilibrium position. This 
fact characterizes the spacial distribution p(x, y, z) = p(r).
The above integral represents the volume contribution of
k the partition function Q of the condensate. The complete
partition function contains, in addition, the momentum contribution, 
which is :
-18-
_(p 2 +p 2 +p 2)
, f , *• x y z ' / 2 m kT
h • I I I e • d PX • d P d
...2.16 
2 Trm kT }'2 u
= Q ,
which is at the same time equal to the partition function QV of 
the unit volume of the ideal gas. Hence, the evaporation probability 
can be written as :
/2
This is actually the maximum rate of evaporation according to 
equation (2.10), because
% ' e = n ...2.18 Qk s
is the statistical expression of the mass-action law.
Knack and Stranski [23] indicated that equations (2.13,2.17) 
reduce to Wigner and Polanyi equations for the special case of 
Einstein solid where :
e(r) = 2 TT 2 v 2 m r 2 ...2.19
-A/
p(rJ = ———————-————————————— .-.2-20 
0 ro -e(r)/kT
e 4 TT r 2 • dr
->- 
where r is now the radius and not the radius vector r .
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Penner [ 82 , 83 , 84 , 85 ] treatment of the evaporation theory 
is based on two different approaches :
(i) Evaporation rate based on classical reaction kinetics - where
it was supposed that the rate of loss of molecules - dn ,. from
v/dt
a given volume V is proportional to the number of molecules n 
exposed at the surface, i.e.
dn
- —- = j e n , ...(2.21) 
dt e s
where j is a rate constant for evaporation and according to 
the chemical reaction kinetics consideration
j e = B exp (- A Ey/RT) , ...(2.22)
where AE is the molar activation energy for evaporation and 
B is a frequency factor.
By relating the heat of evaporation AH to AE [36 ], 
the evaporation constant becomes :
j = e B exp (- AH /RT ) ...(2.23)
Since the frequency factor represents some sort of an upper 
limit for the collision frequency, i.e.
(2 AH/M)^ 
B = ———— - ———— ...(2.24)
where M is the molecular weight and vf is the free volume per
-20-
molecule in the condensed state.
Introducing equations (2.23, 2.24) to equation (2.21), and 
rearranging, the evaporation rate is given by :
ep(2AH/M)< /v f ' n" expf-AH_ 1 ..-2.25p (-A V/RT
where n is the number of molecules per unit volume and, according 
to Kincaid and Eyring [63],
V £ = V(1/U) (R T Y/M) ...2.26
where
V = volume per molecule in the liquid state ;
U = sound velocity in the liquid ; 
Y = ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to 
the specific heat at constant volume.
Penner found good agreement between the values calculated 
for CC1., CHC1., C,H,, etc., for which the free volume model is
4 J O O
a satisfactory description of the liquid state and that of equation 
(2.10), but poor agreement for associated liquids such as water 
or alcohol.
(ii) Evaporation rate based on the theory of absolute reaction 
rate - where the evaporation constant j is given by [36]
VT •* j - exp (-AEv /RT) ...2.27
-21-
where
K = transmission coefficient ; 
k = Boltzmann's constant ; 
h = Planck's constant ; 
Q* = partition function of the activated state ;
Q = complete partition function.
By substituting equation (2.27) into equation (2.21) and using 
suitable transformations, the evaporation rate, w, is then given by:
\f 
w = e K p ( m/2 IT kT) 2 .. .2.28
where m is the mass per molecule. Penner concluded that results 
calculated from equation (2.28) with e K =1, should be identical 
with results calculated from equation (2.10) with the evaporation 
coefficient = 1.
Penner realised that equation (2.28) should be modified 
further to take into account liquids with hindered rotation, as 
was emphasized by Kincaid and Eyring [ 63], and hence the rate 
equation becomes :
V, 
w = K 4> p ( m 12 irkT) 2 . . .2.29
where § represents the free-angle ratio, i.e. the ratio of 
the rotational partition function in the liquid to the rotational 
partition function in the gas.
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Kincaid and Eyring [63], Hirschfelder, Stevenson and 
Eyring [54] have developed an account of liquid structure in 
which the partition function for the translatory motions of the 
molecules is expressed in terms of a free volume which can be 
estimated from the velocity of sound in the liquid. From the 
estimated free volume and the observed vapour pressure, Kincaid 
and Eyring evaluate the 'free-angle ratio 1 , i.e. the ratio of 
the partition function for rotation of the molecules in the liquid 
to that for the molecules in the vapour, on the assumption that 
the partition function of Internal vibration of a molecule is 
unaltered by the transition from the liquid to the vapour phase.
There is a surprisingly close agreement between the values 
of evaporation coefficient and free-angle ratio for benzene, carbon 
tetrachloride, and liquids which are associated by hydrogen bonds. 
This agreement fails for chloroform which, in spite of its high 
dipole moment, does not form hydrogen bonds.
The theory of evaporation was also studied by Wyllie [114]. 
He used a model of the liquid surface consisting of a compact 
ordered layer with a mobile adsorbed layer of molecules above it. 
On the assumption that evaporating and condensing molecules pass 
through the adsorbed condition, it was shown that the evaporation 
coefficient is determined by rate of exchange between substrate 
and adsorbed layer, and adsorbed layer and vapour, respectively. 
In particular, a coefficient of evaporation near unity results if 
the rate of exchange between substrate and mobile layer is very
-23-
much greater than that between mobile layer and vapour. The above 
assumption did not give satisfactory explanation of the equality 
of the evaporation coefficient and free-angle ratio defined by 
Kincaid and Eyring [63] for alcohol molecules. With a stagnant 
liquid surface, Wyllie reported a value of the evaporation coeffi­ 
cient of glycerol equal to 0.05. Subsequently, Trevoy [108] studied 
evaporation of glycerol from a fast flowing jet and concluded that 
the evaporation coefficient was equal to unity. The low value 
of a found by Wyllie might then be attributed to a contamination 
of the surface. Greenberg [38], using renewable liquid film, 
found the value of a for glycerol approaches 0.88 as the feed rate 
increases. Another criticism of Wyllie's work has been raised by 
Burrows [18] : the geometry of the system was such that an 
important fraction of evaporating molecules might have been reflected 
back to the interface, thus lowering the evaporation coefficient 
to almost ten times its value.
Heideger and Boudart [4l] describe a method that concerns 
the increase in the concentration of molecules when vaporization 
occurs in a vessel which is first evacuated and then isolated. 
The theory assumes implicitly that the vaporized molecules are 
instantaneously distributed throughout the space occupied to form 
an increasing but uniform concentration of molecules, which is 
maintained in completely random motion according to the kinetic 
theory. Burrows [ 20] extensively criticized the method of Heideger 
and Boudart, although they justified the correctness of their method 
since they found a value of 0.05 for the evaporation coefficient 
of glycerol which is similar to that of Wyliie's. Burrows states :
-24-
"The readings of pressure on which Heideger and Boudart rely 
bear no direct relationship to the kinetic equations which they 
use".
Burrows [17, 19] in his statistical treatment of the 
evaporation coefficient, supposes that molecules evaporate with 
a cosine distribution without re-evaporation from the condenser. 
The summary of the theory is as follows :
The probability that a molecule travels a distance r 
without collision is
£" A
r where X is the mean free path. — for a given set of conditions
A 
may be expressed as
where d is the length of the gap between evaporator and condenser; 
k is a suitable factor; and A is the mean free path in equi-
C
librium vapour. If ——— = K then
"*E
- f -K
e becomes e , when related to the average
conditions in the gap. These conditions may happen in the following 
way :




(iij The fraction of molecules that collide is (1 - e )
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(iii) The fraction of colliding molecules that reach the
-K
condenser is ( 1 - e
(iv) The probability that a molecule reaches the condenser 
after multiple collisions is the value of a factor F 
which expresses the ratio of the condensing area to the 
total area. Therefore the fraction of such molecules 
which reaches the condenser is given by F (1 - e~ K ) 2
The evaporation coefficient, a , is equal to the number of 
molecules reaching the condenser to the number of evaporated
molecules :
f -K -2K i
..,2.30a = F + (1 - F) 2 e - e
Table 2.2 lists the evaporation coefficient for different 
values of K and F. These data are graphically presented in 
Figure 2.1.
Table 2.2 : The variation of evaporation coefficient 



































































































Burrows found that if a value of 30 is chosen for K 
then the calculated evaporation coefficient fits the data of 
Hickman and Trevoy [51] reasonably well for both di-2-ethylhexyl 
phthalate and di-2-ethylhexyl sebacate.
Also of interest is the theoretical work of Toei [106] who 
treats the problem of mass transfer under vacuum by analyzing the 
Boltzmann equation with the two-sided Maxwellian velocity distri­ 
bution function of molecules.
By assuming that the system is isothermal, the integral 
form of one-dimensional Boltzmann equation was used to obtain the 
following final equations :
P - P = ?——2 Y + P,. I 1 - e I .-.2.31 
e c rv. r




m , ————— | Y ...2.33
2 irkT
P = saturated vapour pressure at the evaporator ; 
e
P = saturated vapour pressure at the condenser ;
P = residual air pressure ;
P = total pressure ;
a = evaporation coefficient ;
Y = integral constant ;
L = length of the gap ;
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5 = defined by equation (2.32) ;
D = diffusion coefficient ;
k = Boltzmann's constant ;
T = absolute temperature ;
m = mass of a molecule.
The evaporation rate can be calculated under various driving 
forces and partial pressure of the residual air by solving 
equation (2.31) for Y and substituting the value into equation 
(2.33).
A series-resistance model was also suggested by Toei. 
In this model, there are three resistances for the mass transfer : 
(a) the resistance of evaporation; (b) the resistance of diffusion 
between the evaporating and condensing surfaces; (c) the resistance 
of condensation.
Equation (2.10) is considered for the evaporation and 
condensation rates, and the usual diffusion equation is considered 
for the diffusion through the residual air, i.e.
M P D 
—— 
RTL re
w = —— In ...2.34
where
M = molecular weight ; 
P = pressure of the residual air at the condenser ;
P = pressure of the residual air at the evaporator, 
re *
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Using equations (2.10,2.34), a similar equation to (2.31) 
was obtained.
The calculated evaporation rate according to Toei's 
equations seems to agree fairly well with that given by equation 
(2.10), but for a material with evaporation coefficient of unity. 
Unfortunately, the author gives no comments concerning polar 
liquids or non-ideal or orientated materials.
Table 2.3 lists values of evaporation coefficient for 
selected compounds, calculated according to some of the theories 
just mentioned, together with the reported experimental values.
It is clear that there is disagreement among workers 
concerning these values. However, it seems that although the mathe­ 
matical theory could take into account factors like the geometry 
of the system, collisions between molecules and, even to some 
extent, the orientation of molecules. There are other factors 
yet to be"physically understood before they could be encountered 
by the mathematical theory. Such factors are vapour phase inter­ 
actions, steric and surface structure considerations, surface 
energy distribution, depletion and surface cooling, and may be 
others which might not have been explored yet.
-30-









































































































2.5 DISTILLATION OF A BINARY MIXTURE
To be of a practical value, molecular distillation should 
apply to mixtures as well as to the evaporation of pure substances. 
The following paragraphs will indicate the theoretical and experi­ 
mental aspects achieved so far in this field.
2.5.1 Theoretical Considerations
Assuming the validity of Raoult's Law, the relative volati­ 
lity in equilibrium distillation for an ideal binary mixture is 
given by :
y (1- x) PIa = Z—±———- - __ 2 35
e x (1- y) ' p 2 •"*•*
where
y = the concentration of the more volatile component in
the vapour phase ; 
x = the concentration of the more volatile component in
the liquid phase ; 
P = vapour pressure of component 1 ;




a = _! -1 ...2.36
er p v
2 ' 2
where v and y are tne act i vit >r coefficients of the components.
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According to Sunier [103] and Washburn [110], the evaporation 
of components of a mixture under the conditions of molecular distilla­ 
tion should proceed according to the following expression :
w p




This expression represents the ratio of the rate of distilla­ 
tion of one component to that of another component at constant 
temperature. This ratio is actually the relative volatility in 
molecular distillation under ideal conditions, i.e.
a = — — . ..2.38 
m P 2
a j also, can be easily derived from equations (2.10), and 
hence the relative volatility for real mixtures may be expressed as
Y i p i K
ot__ = -*—L /— ...2.39
mr v P V M '2 2 i
It can be seen that the relative volatility under molecular/M"
distillation differs by a factor of / — from that under conven-
M
i
tional equilibrium distillation, i.e.
am amr / 2
a e aer
This factor, theoretically, gives molecular distillation a 
unique property; that is, the ability to separate components of the 
same vapour pressure but different molecular weights.
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Burrows [17] derives expressions for relative volatility 
as follows :
Let Q 1 be the initial weight of component 1 in the 
distilland; w the weight evaporated in time t, and w the 
weight left behind in the distilland after a time t.
Then,
w = Q - W i M i ...2.41
The mole fraction of component 1 in the distilland is
i ) v. ll i M,
Combining equation (2.10) with the above expression, the rate of 
distillation of component 1 becomes :
dt
-2 i 
= 5.833 x 10 X T M! M2
where A is the area of evaporation;





= 5.833 x 10 2 x





Dividing equation (2.42) by equation (2.43), gives :
— 
d W P W / M
...2.44
2
Integrating between the limits Q and W for the two components, 
and assuming that the temperature is constant,
log Q- = p~ — log Q- ...2.45a
XI r 2 Ml X2
Another way of expressing equation (2.45a) is :
W, , W2
...2.45b
Assuming that all deviations from Raoult's Law are covered 
by an activity coefficient y for each component, then equation 
(2.44) takes the form :
d Wj y P /FT W
T¥2 = 77?; - ...2.46
In this instance, it is not justified to integrate the above equation,
even though distillation occurs at constant temperature, unless
Y 
the ratio — is known to be constant over the range considered.
Y 2 
Upon such circumstances, equation (2.46) becomes :
W rW \ mrw i w 2 or • u
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The real relative volatility a can be determined
*i W 2 
with a knowledge of — and Q- . The values of W and Q
M 2 
can be determined from the relationship between composition and
refractive index.
Burrows also defines the separation efficiency factor f 
for binary mixtures to replace the evaporation coefficient where 
only one specie is involved,
a YI£S = ^f = Y! ••• 2-48
Also of equal importance is the application of the Rayleigh 
equation [94] to the process of molecular distillation. Although 
the equation has been developed for differential distillation, 
it can also be used for the process of continuous distillation 
for the film evaporator. Dieter [28] proved its validity at 
normal pressure and also at reduced pressure.




S = initial number of moles of the distilland ; o
S = final number of moles of the distilland ;
x = initial composition of the more volatile component ; o
x = final composition of the more volatile component ; 
y = composition of the more volatile component in vapour.
-36-
If the relative volatility may be assumed constant over the 




Substituting in equation (2.49), then the solution will be :
in - 
o a -1








xo (l - x)
.. .2.52
3o U-*0 )
which is the actual controlling factor of separation of a binary 
mixture during its molecular distillation.
2.5.2 Experimental Considerations
It should be emphasized here that the factors which inhibit 
the rate of distillation from attaining its maximum possible value 
during evaporation of single-component liquids do apply equally 
well in the case of binary distillation of mixtures. At the same 
time, these factors could have different effects towards each 
component separately. Therefore the deviation from Raoult's Law
-37-
is not the only one which influences the separation efficiency 
factor.
During the process of evaporation, the mean free path 
decreases with rising temperature, so in binary distillation 
the more volatile component at the vapour phase will collide 
more frequently at higher than at lower temperatures, and its 
probability of returning to the evaporation surface increases. 
This will undoubtedly reduce the separation efficiency factor; 
but, at the same time, it could be deduced that distillation at 
low temperature will produce better separation, but lower rate. 
Also of interest is the rate of thermal decomposition which 
could have a different degree of effect in each component. 
Figure 2.2, which is extracted from Ishii's work [57] concerning 
the distillation of a model mixture, shows that the rate of 
thermal decomposition of di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate is equivalent 
to 3-4 of that of di-2-ethylhexyl sebacate at each optimum 
working temperature.
For those reasons, and may be others, the importance of
/IT
the ratio / —- which gives molecular distillation its unique 
* MI
advantage over conventional equilibrium distillation, has not 
been realized in practice. The fact that Brb'nsted and Hevesey 
[11 ] successfully isolated the isotopes of mercury by molecular 
distillation attests to the validity of the ratio. Since the 
isotopes are assumed to have 'equal' vapour pressure, the separa­ 












































































































Perry and Fuguitt [88] studied the separation of the 
components of the system di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate- di-2-ethyl- 
hexyl sebacate (EHP-EHS) using an unstirred pot still, and 
found a value for the experimental relative volatility of 2.85 
over a wide range of distillation rates (0.0001 to 0.0050) 
gm/sec/cm 2 . The value of the relative volatility did not improve 
even at low temperature. Followed by Hickman and Trevoy [ 52] 
with a magnetically stirred pot still, excellent improvement 
on the value of relative volatility was obtained at low temperature.
The system EHP-EHS was also studied by Trevoy [107] in 
his attempts to compare the relative volatility under conventional 
and molecular distillation. According to his data (Figure 2.3), 
the values of the relative volatility in conventional and molecular 
distillation almost coincide at temperatures below 120 C, while
above 120°C a is greater than a , which is contrary to t1 nir
l/2
theory (since (l^/Mj) = 1.045); i.e. better separation was
achieved under equilibrium conditions, where the process is
p controlled by 1/P2 than for molecular distillation, which is
P /—'—~~
governed by —- / —2 . One would expect that amr should be
2 1
greater than a at low temperatures, and that the two would 
tend to be equal at higher temperatures as, upon increase of 
temperature non-equilibrium evaporation should pass into an equi­ 
librium process as a result of increased molecular collisions.
Trevoy suggests that there are unknown factors in his experimental
/Ml 
















































Burrows [17 ], using a circulating batch molecular still 
on the system EHP-EHS, found the values of the experimental 
relative volatility varied between 2.50 and 2.83 at 130°C; the
theoretical relative volatility a at 130°C is 3.94.m
Malyusov and Mala'feev [72] carried out similar experiments 
to that of Trevoy. Figure 2.4 shows their results. It is
interesting to note that the ratio
M2
— is greater than unity
at low temperatures and tends to unity with increase of temperature. 
However, their data confirm the validity of the ratio J —— but 
only at low temperatures.
Kawala [61], using the tensimeter construction proposed 
by Hickman and Trevoy [51], conducted experiments concerning the 
relative volatility of the system dibutyl phthalate-dibutyl 
sebacate (DBP-DBS) and the system EHP-EHS. Figures 2.5 and 
2.6 show his results. It was also confirmed that the relative 
volatility a of both systems is virtually independent of the 
composition of the mixture.
One important factor which contributes to the deficiency 
of the separation during molecular distillation of mixtures 
should not be overlooked, and can be explained as follows: 
Since molecular distillation is a surface phenomenon, as soon as 
it commences, the more volatile component will evaporate at a 
relatively greater rate than the less volatile component, leaving 
the surface of the liquid richer with the less volatile component, 
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Figure 2.6 : Variation of relative volatility with
temperature for the system di-2-ethylhexyl 
phthalate-di-2-ethyl-hexyl sebacate.
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more volatile component from the bulk of liquid, no further similar 
rate of evaporation of the more volatile component is attained. 
The application of continuous and intensive agitation will rejuvenate 
the evaporating surface and ensure that the rate of diffusion is 
balancing the rate of evaporation of a given component. However, 
a theoretical treatment of the combined effects of the diffusion 
flow of a component through a vertically falling film and the rate 
of evaporation of that component, assuming that Raoult's Law applies, 
has been attempted by Rukenshtein [97], who postulated a constant 
liquid temperature.
2.6 MOLECULAR STILLS
In order that a molecular still may perform a particular 
separation process under conditions of molecular distillation, the 
following design features should be observed :
(1) Residual gas pressure should be lower than 1 micron Hg., and 
this has to be maintained during the whole course of distillation. 
The monographs of Dushman [31 ] and Yarwood [116] deal with the 
theoretical and experimental problems associated with the various 
types of pumps and auxiliary equipments that are required to obtain 
and maintain such high vacuum.
(2) The distance between the evaporation and condensation 
surfaces should be of the same order of magnitude as the mean free 
path of the molecules.
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(3) Radiation losses are normally caused due to the small le
ngth 
of the gap between the hot evaporator and the cold condenser. 
This 
may result in a low thermal efficiency and, at the same time, 
cause 
some molecules to re-evaporate from the surface of the condens
er 
with a consequential reduction of the effective distillation r
ate. 
These losses may be offset to some extent if the temperature o
f the 
condensation surface is kept at a minimum of 50°C and a maximu
m of 
100 C lower than that of the evaporation surface.
(4) The still should be capable of producing a thin renewabl
e 
film of distilland with uniformity of area, thickness, and rat
e of 
feed. The production of thin films can be achieved by gravity
 [44], 
or centrifugal forces imparted to the distilland by rotating t
he 
evaporator [45]. When liquids are distributed in the form of
 a 
thin film, complete surface wetting should be maintained,as th
e 
imperfect covering reduces the effective area of evaporation 
leading to the formation of hot spots and, consequently, a red
uction 
in the value of evaporation coefficient. Norman and Binns [80
] 
have discussed the problems of minimum wetting rates in wetted
 rod 
columns. The keeping of distilland in the form of thin film w
ill 
ensure that diffusion takes place rapidly enough to make the s
urface 
composition representative of the liquid beneath, reduce the t
ime 
of exposure of heat-sensitive materials and hence reducing th
e 
thermal hazard, reduce if not eliminate the torpidity 
effect, increase the rate of heat flow from the surface of the
 
evaporator to the surface of the distil land, and aid in the de
gassing 




(5) Since the material has to be degassed prior to molecular 
distillation, some sort of degassing arrangement has to be incor­ 
porated in the design. Watt [111] and Taylor [104] treated in 
detail the degassing systems and their constructional problems.
(6) Also, the still has to be capable of providing controllable 
heat supply to the evaporator, and be equipped with reliable 
temperature and pressure reading facilities.
In view of the above requirements, many stills have appeared 
during the last six decades. These stills are of two general types :
(a) Pot-type stills ;
(b) Flowing film stills.
A brief description of some of the stills which have been 
developed will be presented in this section. Full details concerning 
the construction and operation of these stills can be found in the 
monographs of Watt [111] and Hollo [ 55].
2.6.1 Pot Stills
These stills are the earliest developed, and are simple in 
construction; evaporation takes place from a stagnant surface of a 
pool of distilland to a nearby air-cooled or water-cooled condenser. 
Bronsted's [n] and Burch's [14] stills are of this type.
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2.6.2 Falling-Film Stills
Hickman [46,49] developed this still in order to 
overcome some of the factors contributing to the relatively poor 
performance of pot stills. The distilland is degassed in one or 
two stages and then allowed to pass over the walls of an upright 
standing metal cylinder situated within a concentric-cooled 
condensing cylinder. The distilland flows down the walls in the 
form of thin film by the action of gravity.
2.6.3 Wiped-Film Stills
These can be considered as special versions of the falling- 
film stills in which better film formation is ensured mechanically 
by means of various aids. The latest version of this type of still 
was developed recently by Tkac [105].
2.6.4 Centrifugal Stills
In these stills, the distilland is fed to the centre of a 
rotating evaporator, thus utilizing a force many times greater than 
that of gravity, to spread the distilland in the form of a very 
thin film, hence reducing exposure time to a minimum. Table 2.4 
shows that the film thickness was reduced from that in the falling- 
film still by a factor of approximately 10, while time of exposure 
to heat was reduced by a factor of 200. Hickman [45] was the 
first to construct a centrifugal molecular still.
-49-












































2.7 SEPARATORY. POWER OF THE MOLECULAR STILL
The ability to separate- constituents from a mixed distilland 
is a fundamental property of any particular still. Since the 
molecular distillation process is a non-equilibrium one, therefore 
a molecular still may only represent one distillation unit and, as 
such, one theoretical molecular plate (TMP) [47] as the maximum 
under ideal conditions. The concept of TMP is somewhat analogous 
to the theoretical plate in equilibrium distillation, but in the 
case of flowing-film molecular stills is rather complicated, because 
succeeding areas of the film during evaporation cannot be identical 
in composition except at infinite ratio of evaporation to throughput.
-50-
The number of IMP, n, can be calculated using an equation 









mole fraction of the more volatile component 
in the distilland;
mole fraction of the more volatile component 
in the distillate ;
relative volatility calculated from the equilibrium 
data.
Malyusov [73] also proposed that :
na = a w
...2.54
The variation of TMP with the constructional property 
of the molecular still is shown in Table 2.5.









However, it was suggested by Biehler [ 7 ] that the 
separator/ power of the molecular still can exceed one IMP at 
very low rates of distillation (Fig.2.7). This is due to the 
fact that, on a flat cone, the film expands mechanically towards 
the edge of the funnel, and this increases the separatory power. 
This observation was also confirmed by Hickman [52 ] in experi­ 
ments in a push-pull tensimeter.
2.8 APPLICATIONS OF MOLECULAR DISTILLATION
It was shown in the preceding sections that molecular 
distillation represents a means of vaporization at low pressures 
and corresponding low temperatures; and with the utilization of 
thin-film techniques, it becomes the only method suitable for the 
separation of heat-sensitive, high molecular weight and low 
volatility materials by distillation, by which thermal decomposition 
can be avoided or reduced to a minimum.
It would be impractical to give a list of all materials 
which have been treated by the process of molecular distillation. 
Hollo [ 55] gives references of over 300 substances which have 
been treated by this process since 1920. The most recent applica­ 
tions might be classified under the following headings [ 70] :
Dimer acids




















































































































3.1 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE COMMERCIAL 
CENTRIFUGAL MOLECULAR STILL
"Consolidated Vacuum Corporation, Rochester, New York", 
manufactures a wide range of centrifugal molecular stills, the 
smallest of these, the CMS-5, was used during the experimental 
phase of the present investigation.
Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. show schematic diagrams of the 
general features of the equipment. The horizontal base plate 
supports beneath it the concave electrically-heated evaporator 
rotor, the drive mechanism of the rotor, the feed pump, and the 
distilland receiver. These items are housed in the removable 
bell jar which acts as a vacuum chamber, its dome-shaped face as 
a condenser facing the evaporator rotor and, in addition, its 
lower portion serves as a reservoir for the feed liquid charge. 
The drive motor and feed pump worm gears are mounted on top of 
the base-plate.
The vacuum is attained by means of a mechanical fore-pump 
backed up by an oil diffusion pump. These are connected to the 
vacuum chamber by a large manifold passing through the base-plate. 
The control items are housed in the side panel, which also supports 
the base-plate.
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Figure 3.1 :.Schematic diagram of the CMS-5 (front view).
1. Switch-Diffusion Pump 18.
2. Switch-Mechanical Pump 19.
3. Switch-Drive Motor
4. Switch-Rotor Heater 20.
5. Auto-Transformer (Rotor Heater) 21.
6. Auto-Transformer (Diffusion Pump) 22.
7. Thermocouple Meter







15. Main Drive Shaft
16. Rotor Chain Cap
































Figure 3.2 : Schematic diagram of the CMS-5 (side view).
5. Auto-Transformer (Rotor Heater) 39.
35. Drain Pinch Clamp 40.
30. Support Clamp 41.
6. Auto-Transformer (Diffusion Pump) 26.
36. Rubber Stopper 42.
37. Aluminium Tube 43.
38. Withdrawal Stopcock 27.
22. Bell Jar 44.
21. L-Gasket 28.
19. Distilland Receiver Ball Valve Shaft 34.













Figure 3.3 : Schematic diagram of the CMS-5 (top view)
45. Mechanical Fore-pump
46. Tubing










18. Feed Pump Drive Shaft





Distilland is fed at the base of the rotor and caused, by 
centrifugal action, to form a thin film over the entire surface 
of the evaporator. The evaporated vapour is condensed on the 
inside face of the bell jar, where it can be extracted via the 
withdrawal stopcock. The unvaporized residue slides off the 
rotor and into the distilland receiver.
However, detailed description and operation techniques 
are readily available [25]. The main characteristics and speci­ 
fications of this still are listed in Table 3.1.



































10-35 cm 3 /min
100-1500 cm 3
1-10 microns Hg
*There is an additional 0.3175 cm flat on periphery.
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3.2 MODIFICATION OF THE COMMERCIAL STILL
Since the CMS-5 has been designed for commercial uses 
only, and in order to carry out the experimental phase of the 
present investigation, several modifications were made.
3.2.1 Condensation Surface
The inside face of the dome serves as the condensation 
surface of the CMS-5. This is neither an aerofoil nor water- 
cooled condenser, and also lacks a temperature measuring device. 
The absence of a proper condenser adds a limitation to this 
still from the point of view of efficiency; although what concerns 
the present investigation is that the condenser temperature is 
such that re-evaporation is negligible.
It should be emphasized that any attempt to refabricate 
the dome of the bell jar is an extremely delicate task, as this 
could deform the upper neck or the withdrawal stopcock, and hence 
makes it impossible to attain the required vacuum.
Therefore a condenser, Plate 3.1, was fabricated from 
12 cm diameter glass tube. This is a simple water-cooled condenser 
with an inlet connected to a water supply and an outlet connected 
first to a flowmeter and then to a discharge sink. It is also 
provided with a thermometer pocket. The condenser was fixed to 
the outside face of the dome opposite the evaporator with an 
adhesive material (Araldite). As an extra precaution, the 
condenser was fitted with a metal clamp to hold it in place in
-59-
Plate 3.1
Illustration of the water-cooled 
condenser and distillate receiver
case the adhesive material failed due to excessive heat. The fixing 
of the condenser had also involved the extension of the withdrawal 
stopcock tubes. This task was performed on the bell jar, which 
was then annealed for a period of four hours at 600°C and left over­ 
night in the warm oven, to cool down. The alignment of the glass 
molecules was examined with the aid of the strainviewer,and the 
bell jar was then tested for vacuum tightness.
3.2.2 Distillate Receiver
A distillate receiver, Plate 3.1, was fabricated from 3-5 cm 
diameter glass tubes. It consists of three separate bottles, 
triangularly welded to a three-way stopcock. The top bottle has a 
conical base and a lipped neck wide enough to surround the outlet 
of the withdrawal stopcock and sits perfectly on the 0-shape rubber 
stopper. The other two bottles have cylindrical shapes with a 
stopcock in each of the discharge lines.
With this arrangement, the receiver is capable of holding 
three separate samples during any experimental run, and hence the 
rate of distillation could be checked and double-checked during 
constant operating conditions. Also, it has an operational advan­ 
tage which can be explained as follows: Suppose the distillation 
is taking place at constant temperature and pressure and the 
distillate is being collected in a one-bottle distillate 
receiver ; any sudden departure from the working temperature and 
pressure will alter the rate and composition of the distillate and 
make the whole experimental run void; whereas if the three-bottle
-61-
receiver was used, only the first sample becomes void, and 
distillation may carry on while restoring the operating conditions. 
As soon as these conditions are realised, distillate collection 
may proceed in the second bottle.
3.2.3 Distilland Receiver
The distilland receiver is normally equipped with a ball 
valve situated inside the receiver which can be operated externally 
by the vertical movement of the ball valve shaft. When this valve 
is open, the distilland can be circulated back to the feed. 
Unfortunately, this valve is badly designed, since it does not 
make a tight closure due to metal-to-metal contact, i.e. it allows 
a continuous dripping of the distilland into the feed, and hence 
contaminating and changing its composition.
Therefore an arrangement was made whereby an 0-ring 
rubber gasket was fixed around the opening beneath the receiver 
and the ball valve was suspended through the opening outside the 
receiver. This proved to give a satisfactory close contact and 
the dripping behaviour was completely eliminated.
In order to prevent the accidental overflow of the 
distilland, a glass tube was fabricated and fixed to the side of 
the receiver, serving as a level indicator. Plate 3.2 shows the 
modified distilland receiver, while Figures 3.4 a $ b show schematic 
diagrams of the receiver before and after modification,respectively.
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Plate 5.2
Illustration of the modified 
















In order to increase the mean free path of the evaporating 
molecules, the vacuum pumping capacity of the still was increased 
by the addition of a second two-stage, glass, oil diffusion pump, 
type GB-25. The two pumps were coupled in parallel across the 
vapour line between the still and the mechanical forepump. The 
pump heaters were connected in series and operated from a single 
variable auto-transformer. With this arrangement, the possible 
originally attained vacuum was improved by more than one order of 
magnitude. Plate 3.3 shows the vacuum achieved during a typical 
experimental run.
The vacuum attained by the system is normally measured by 
a single thermistor-type gauge. This gauge is installed in the 
branch line that tapped into the bell jar chamber through the base 
plate. It is a dual scale instrument, capable of reading the 
pressure to 1 micron Hg. Since the vacuum pumping capacity was 
increased, a second gauge, Penning type, was installed in a short 
line just off the main manifold. The scale of this gauge extends 
to 10" 7 torr.
Two cold traps were added to the system; one between the 
second oil diffusion pump and the still, and the other between the 
mechanical forepump and the still. These will eliminate the 
contamination of the fluid in the pumps, indicate whether evaporating 
molecules are escaping from the vacuum chamber, and increase the 
rate of evacuation of the system. Plate 3.4 shows the second 
































































Illustration of the second 
diffusion pump and its cold trap 
at the rear of the still
3.2.5 Temperature Measurement
The distillation temperature is normally provided by a 
single iron-constantan thermocouple located in a groove on the 
rear face of the rim at the periphery of the rotor. The sketch 
in Figure 3.5 shows the point where the thermocouple probe meets 
the distilland residue.
It will be shown in Chapter V that temperature gradients 
exist in the liquid film in such a way that the surface tempera­ 
ture does not remain constant but increases in a certain manner, 
traversing across the film from vertex to periphery. This implies 
that the thermocouple, where it is located, does not give the 
true temperature of distillation, although its location is the 
most practical from a design standpoint.
For many organic materials, an error of 1 C in the tempera­ 
ture measurement will produce an error of 8 -10% in the vapour 
pressure, and subsequently, a corresponding error in the rate of 
vaporization when the material is subjected to a molecular distill­ 
ation treatment. Therefore in order to correlate theory with 
experiment it is necessary to determine as accurately as possible 
the temperature of the evaporating liquid surface. Although this 
is desirable, it is by no means an easy task with the problem in 
hand since the liquid film is so thin (0.01 -0.1 mm) and moving in 
a rotational way (from a stationary observer point of view), and 
consequently it becomes impractical to measure its variable surface 
temperature by means of conventional devices. However, the 





Steel ref lector 
Condenser
O Iron-constantan thermocouple 
• Copper-constantan thermocouple
Figure 3.5 : Schematic diagram of thermocouples locations (top view)
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A thermocouple junction made from very fine (0.3 mm diameter) 
copper-constantan wires was installed opposite the present iron- 
constantan thermocouple, as shown in Figure 3.5. The average 
temperature of these thermocouples is considered as the mean bulk 
temperature of the distilland residue at the point where it leaves 
the rotor surface.
Although there is a radial temperature gradient at the 
liquid surface, the temperature of each point remains constant 
during steady operating conditions and, to ensure this,three 
copper-constantan thermocouples were constructed and installed in 
a frame facing the evaporating surface. Their probes are so near, 
but do not touch, the liquid surface. It is not expected from 
these thermocouples to give the temperatures of the liquid surface 
but, as stated above, to ensure that the temperature of the points 
they face remains constant. This arrangement is shown schematically 
in Figure 3.5, while Plate 3.2 shows the actual set-up.
In order to measure the temperature drop across the condenser, 
two thermocouples were constructed of the same material. One was 
fixed on the centre of the outside face of the dome before fixing 
the water-cooled condenser with an extra thermocouple as standby. 
The other was fixed on a spring-loaded clamp where it could touch 
the centre of the inside face of the dome. This is shielded from 
the direct path of vapour by a steel reflector. The arrangement is 
shown in Figure 3.5.
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Plate 3.2 shows one more thermocouple and a thermometer 
located in the feed reservoir by the feed pump. These were used 
to measure the temperature of the feed.
The problem of connecting the output of these thermocouples 
to a pen recorder was solved in two stages:
(1) In order to take the thermocouple's output out of the 
vacuum chamber, it was thought impractical to tamper with the base 
plate, as this could damage this important item and put the whole 
still at risk. Therefore a T-shaped container was fabricated from 
glass (Figure 3.6). One end was connected by a rubber sleeve to 
the vapour line between the second diffusion pump and the still. 
The other two ends were fitted with rubber stoppers. Four electrical 
connectors were fitted in each stopper. All wires, including two 
standby, were passed through the main manifold and through a side 
opening to the vapour line. The copper parts of the wires were 
connected to the internal ends of seven of the connectors, and the 
constantan parts to the internal end of the eighth common connector. 
The whole assembly was then tested regarding vacuum tightness.
(2) In order to reduce the number of pen recorders, an electronic 
circuit was designed. It mainly comprises of a clock, 4-bit binary 
adder, and 16 analogue switches. The circuit is capable of closing 
the open circuits of 16 thermocouple [7 were used) in sequential 
pre-set short (0 - 70 sec) equal time intervals. Simultaneously, 
the output of each thermocouple, in turn, is recorded on the chart 













Figure 3.6 : Schematic diagram of the T-shaped container, attached 
to the vacuum system.
output of the last thermocouple has been recorded. Figure 3.7 
shows a block diagram of the circuit.
The output of the installed thermocouple at the periphery 
is also connected independently to a second pen recorder. This 
offers a continuous monitoring of its temperature to ensure steady 
operating conditions.
All thermocouple probes were made by silver-soldering and 
calibrated individually. The common cold junction was maintained 
at a constant temperature in a mixture of ice and water.
3.3 TEST MATERIALS
The materials used during the experimental phase of the 
present investigation were :
(1) Di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate
(2) Di-2-ethylhexyl sebacate
Full details on the choice and properties of these materials are 




























Figure 3.7 : Block diagram of the electronic switch,
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3.4 RATE OF FEED DETERMINATION
The CMS-5 is normally equipped with a constant volume, 
vane-type, rotary pump. It operates totally submerged in the liquid 
feed at the lower portion of the bell jar. The drive shaft of the 
pump passes vertically through a hollow discharge tube and through 
a rotary shaft seal in the base-plate. It is then coupled to the 
shaft of the drive motor by means of gear transmission. The feed 
tube to the rotor is nut-connected to a threaded opening near the 
top of the discharge tube. The speed of the drive shaft, i.e. the 
pumping capacity, depends on the size of gear engaged in the trans­ 
mission. Four sizes are available: 30, 40, 50, and 80 teeth.
In order to carry out the rate studies, it was important to 
determine exactly the pumping capacity of the pump for each gear. 
After a few test trials, it quickly became apparent that the pumping 
capacity depends considerably on the viscosity of the feed as well 
as on the size of gear used. It was at first considered that it 
would be desirable to obtain a calibration curve of pumping capacity 
as a function of gear size and viscosity. This calibration was 
not obtained, however, due to the wear and tear which no doubt 
would take place in the pump during the course of the experimental 
investigation, which would definitely reduce its efficiency. Since 
at each stage of the experimental investigation different composition 
of the test material was used, therefore the rate of feed of that 
composition at that time was determined using 30, 40, and 50 teeth 
gears for a set of probable feed temperatures. The procedure was 
as follows :
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The bell jar and distilland receiver ball valve were removed. 
One end of plastic tubing was attached to the distilland discharge 
opening, and the other end to a calibrated cylinder, as shown in 
Plate 3.5. The pump was submerged in a 400 ml beaker which is 
situated in a crucible-shape, variable input heater. The liquid 
was heated to the required temperature and one of the gears was 
engaged to start the pumping. For each gear, and over a range of 
temperatures, the rate of collection of five 100 cc samples was 
measured and averaged. Reproducibility of these runs was excellent ; 
all measurements were well within 1.5% of the mean.
The results of these tests are plotted in Figures 3.8, 3.9, 
3.10, 3.11, 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14 as mass rates versus temperature 
for the spur gears (30, 40, and 50 teeth).
3.5 PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF THE LIQUID FILM
The stroboscopic photographs, Plates 3.6 to 3.10, were taken 
of the rotor with and without the loading of liquid film. All spur 
gears were used and the feed temperature was 17 C and 120 C.
High-speed film was also taken of the rotor tracking a 
particle of the liquid film from the moment of impinging on the 
centre of the rotor to the moment of departure at the periphery.
By the aid of the stroboscope, the rotational speed of the 
rotor was confirmed to be 1330 rpm, which was also proven to be
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Plate 5.5
Illustration of the arrangement 
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Figure 3.14 : Feed pump calibration, EHP (pure)
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Plate 5.6
Stroboscopic photograph of the 
rotor without liquid loading
Plate 3.7
Stroboscopic photograph of EHP 
impinging on the rotor surface at 



























































Stroboscopic photograph of EHS on 
the rotor surface, fed at 120°C 
using high feeding rate
Plate 5.10
Stroboscopic photograph of EHP on 
the rotor surface, fed at 120°C 
using high feeding rate
unaffected by the various experimental liquid loadings on the rotor. 
This speed was checked frequently throughout the experimental 
investigation.
3.6 LIMITING TEMPERATURE OF MATERIALS
The degasification process, which is a preliminary stage 
during the process of molecular distillation, is normally speeded 
up by increasing the temperature of the distilland, but this could 
increase the thermal hazard [49] of the material, which is contrary 
to one of the main advantages of the centrifugal molecular still. 
Therefore a safe degasification temperature was determined using 
the following simple procedure :
Approximately 100 ml of the pure material was contained in 
a 200 ml beaker. This was placed in a thermostatically controlled 
water-bath for a period of four hours. The sample was then taken 
out, allowed to cool down to room temperature, and its physical 
properties were examined.
The procedure was carried out on fresh samples of di-2-ethyl- 
hexyl phthalate and di-2-ethylhexyl sebacate covering the temperature 
range 20°C to 80°C in 10°C intervals.
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3.7 DISTILLATION PROCESS
3.7.1 Plan of Investigation
3.7.1.1 Pre-modification of the CMS-5
A number of preliminary runs concerning the separation of 
glycerides, silicone oils, aliphatic hydrocarbons, butyl phthalate, 
and di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate were carried out in order to give 
good practice in the operation of the molecular still, to test its 
reliability and limitations, and to open the way to the areas which 
need modifications.
In addition, evaporation rate studies were conducted on EHP 
and EHS using three different feed rates.
3.7.1.2 Post-modification of the CMS-5
The modified still offered the following controllable para­ 
meters :
(1) Rate of cooling water to condenser.
(2) Temperature of feed.
(3) Rate of feed to rotor.
(4) Mean distilland temperature at the periphery.
(5) Composition of feed.
An optimum value of rate of cooling water to condenser was 
determined using the pure components and employing the highest feed
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rate together with a. set of mean distilland temperatures ranging 
from 100 C to 160 C in approximately 10 C intervals. This optimum 
was kept during all experimental runs.
In order not to expose the material to high temperatures,
particularly during the degasification process, the feed temperature
was kept fairly low (40 - 60°C) during all experimental runs.
Rate of distillation and composition of distillate measure­ 
ments were obtained by conducting experimental runs on the pure 
components and binary mixtures ranging from 10 to 90 mole % in 
approximately 20% intervals, employing the three available spur 
gears, and a set of temperatures ranging from 100°C to 200°C in 
approximately 15 C intervals. The rate of cooling water to condenser 
and the temperature of feed were not treated as parameters.
3.7.2 Still Preparation
In preparing the still, the following procedure was used 
prior to every experimental run :
(1) The rotor assembly, feed pump, discharge and feed tubes, 
base-plate, distilland receiver, distillate receiver, and the bell 
jar, were cleaned thoroughly with xylene, then with acetone, and 
dried using hot air.
(2) All thermocouple probes were inspected for location, cleanness, 
and cracks.
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(3) Worm gear and rotor ball-bearing were lubricated.
(4) Rubber connections throughout the system were inspected 
for cracks.
(5) The bell jar L-gasket, withdrawal stopcock, and distillate 
receiver stopcocks and lipped neck were greased, using a thin film 
of high vacuum heavy celvacene grease.
(6) Distilled water-ice mixture was placed in the thermos 
containing the thermocouples cold junction.
(7) The availability of cooling water, power, and liquid nitrogen 
supplies were ascertained.
(8) The proper working order of all items was checked.
In addition, full service of the still and the vacuum system 
was carried out frequently according to procedures outlined in the 
CVC Instruction Bulletin 3-5-A.
3.7.3 Test Sample Preparation
To achieve the accurate rate measurements aimed at in the 
present investigation, the commercial di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate and 
di-2-ethylhexyl sebacate were initially distilled separately under 
conditions of high vacuum molecular distillation, using the present 
still. With this process, it was possible to obtain pure materials 
with physico-chemical properties matching the properties reported
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in the literature [19] for the pure compounds. The procedure will 
be outlined in Section 3.7.4.
In order to prepare a test mixture, a total of 4000 gm of 
the pure compounds making the required composition was prepared in 
a large beaker. Although the two compounds are soluble in each 
other, the mixture was mixed thoroughly for a period of two hours, 
using a magnetic stirrer. The composition of the mixture was then 
confirmed by the refractometric method. The 4000 gm mixture was 
then divided into seven small batches, to be used individually 
during the experimental runs.
3.7.4 Experimental Runs
The physical set-up of the experimental apparatus during a 
typical experimental run is shown in Plate .3.11.
The ready-clean still was first flushed throughout with a 
small quantity of the test sample to be distilled, which was 
rejected after the flushing process. 500 gms of the test sample 
was introduced to the feed reservoir. Degasification was started 
by pumping the feed to the rotor surface and circulating it back to 
the feed reservoir, at the same time engaging the mechanical forepump. 
This degasification process lasts normally about one hour and, at 
the end of this period, the pressure falls to about 200 micron Hg 
and the frothing and bubbling in the liquid stops. Also during this 
period, the distillate receiver bottles were evacuated, in turn, by 







































When assured by this pressure that the system was leak-tight, 
the following steps were carried out :
(1) The withdrawal stopcock was turned to the circulating 
position.
(2) The condenser cooling water was supplied.
(3) The oil diffusion pumps were engaged by raising their heat 
input gradually and, ten minutes later, their cooling water 
was supplied.
(4) The three cold traps were filled with liquid nitrogen.
(5) The independent pen recorder was engaged.
(6) The heat input to the rotor was supplied and increased
gradually until the required temperature of the distilland 
at the periphery was reached. At the same time, the cooling 
water to the rotor was supplied.
As soon as the pressure falls below 10 microns Hg, fine drops 
of distillate start accumulating on the inside face of the dome. As 
the pressure falls further, a thin film of distillate develops and 
starts flowing down by gravity to the withdrawal stopcock. This 
distillate was allowed to return back to the feed until the pressure 
fell below 10 mm Hg. The system normally reaches the required 
steady temperature and pressure in about 2.5 hours.
Prior to distillate collection, the distillate receiver 
bottles were evacuated to the same pressure as that of the still. 
The electronic switch and the pen recorder were switched on.
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When assured that all temperatures and pressures were steady, the 
distilland ball valve was closed and, at the same time, the 3-way 
withdrawal stopcock was turned 180 for distillate collection.
In each bottle of the distillate receiver, the same 
quantity of distillate was collected and the duration of each was 
recorded. If any pattern of increasing or decreasing duration 
was observed the entire run was repeated; otherwise the still was 
shut down.
3.8 MEASUREMENT OF COMPOSITION
Initially, a composition-refractive index curve was 
constructed. This was carried out by measuring the refractive 
indices of known compositions of the EHP-EHS system made up 
to an accuracy of 0.1% from the pure components. The instrument 
used was the Abbe-60-Refractometer which employs the critical 
angle effect. Details of the operations and principles of this 
refractometer is available from the manufacturer [6 ].
The refractive index measuring procedure was as follows: 
The surface of the prism of the refractometer was cleaned and 
kept at a constant temperature (25°C) by circulating water from 
a thermostatically-controlled bath. Two drops of the test sample 
were placed on the prism surface and the hinged box was closed 
over the drops. While observing the field of view in the field
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telescope, the control knob was rotated until the borderline 
appeared. By means of the control wheel, the borderline was placed 
on the crosswire intersection. By observing the scale reading in 
the scale telescope, the refractive index was read off.
The refractive indices of distillates and feeds during the 
course of the experimental investigation were measured using the 
above procedure and the corresponding value of mole fraction was 
obtained from the equation of the curve.
The refractometer readings are subject to a minimum error 
of - 0.0001; this results in a limit of error for each observed 
composition of at least ± 0.002 mole fraction.
3.9 MEASUREMENT OF VISCOSITY
The Rotovisco Model RV2 was used to determine the viscosity 
of the pure components and a set of compositions over a range of 
temperatures. This viscometer employs a large set of sensors, each 
designed to provide a specified range of shear rate and shear stress. 
Therefore the viscosity range is also defined for each sensor.
Preliminary tests with various sensors proved that the NV 
viscosity sensor system was the most suitable for the present investi­ 
gation. This sensor system consists of a cup and a bell-shaped rotor, 
both of which are mathematically defined and used with a tempering
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vessel. The tempering vessel and cup are connected to the fitting 
of a thermostatically-controlled water circulator.
The technique is based on placing approximately 9 cc of 
the sample in the annular space, between the rotor and the fixed 
cup, and allowing the water to circulate until the required temper­ 
ature has been reached. The rotor is driven by an electrically- 
controlled motor at a defined r.p.m. The torque produced by the 
sample under test is measured by the measuring head and transformed 
into an electrical value by means of a high precision potentiometer. 
The voltage output, S, of the potentiometer is linear to the 
angular displacement of the spring inside the measuring head, and 
is indicated on the control console.
The viscosity of the sample can then be calculated from 
the following equation :
f , C
y = —— (centipoise)
where
G = instrument factor, depending on type of measuring 
head and sensor system;
G = 300.557 (cps/scale grad.min) for the NV 
sensor system, using measuring head MK 500 ;
n = test speed (rpm).
The viscosity of each sample was found to be the same for 
each n/S relationship. Thus, the material exhibits Newtonian 
behaviour. The reproducibility of the measurement on the same sample
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was within 3%. This was attributed to frictional effects.
Specific details of the Rotovisco construction and operation 
are available in the Rotovisco RV2 instruction manual which is 
obtainable from the manufacturer [37],
3.10 MEASUREMENT OF SPECIFIC HEAT
Specific heats have been obtained using a differential 
scanning calorimeter, model Perkin-Elmer DSC-2, coupled with a 
Tektronix 31 programmable calculator system via a Perkin-Elmer 
calculator interface.
The DSC-2 instrument is of the power-compensator type; the 
sample and reference material being contained in separate furnaces 
and supplied with separate heaters. The two furnaces are maintained 
normally at the same temperature by a servo system, operated by 
platinum resistance thermometers which control the amount of heat 
supplied to each furnace.
When an endothermic or exothermic reaction takes place in 
the sample, the change in power required to maintain the sample 
holder at the same temperature as the reference holder - that is, its 
programmed temperature - during the reaction is recorded as a peak 
on a strip chart recorder. The chart abscissae indicates the temp­ 
erature range at which the reaction takes place and the total peak 
area indicates the total energy transfer to or from the sample.
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If no reaction takes place in the sample over the given 
temperature range, the displacement of the position of the instru­ 
ment baseline with the sample in the sample holder, from the position 
of the baseline with the sample holder empty at any temperature 
within that range, is directly proportional to the heat capacity 
of the sample.
The procedure was to link the calculator to the DSC-2 and 
obtain a baseline over the required temperature range with the 
sample and reference holder containing empty aluminium sample pans; 
and then the baseline was obtained with the sample in the sample pan.
The sample weight, temperature range, heating rate, and 
sensitivity were entered into the calculator SPECIFIC HEAT PROGRAM 
at the beginning of the test. At the end of the test, the calculator 
provided a printout of the specific heat of the sample at regular 
temperature intervals across the temperature range used.




4.1 THE CRITERIA REQUIRED FOR A TEST MIXTURE
For a test mixture to be capable of characterising a certain 
type of molecular still, Rees et al [95] give a list of requirements 
which should be observed when choosing a pair of liquids. A summary 
of the main points of that list which each liquid should have is 
given below :
-2 -4
(1) To have a vapour pressure in the range Ix 10 mm to 1 x 10 mm
at operating temperatures.
(2) To conform, as closely as possible, to ideal mixing and 
solution behaviour.
(3) To be capable of making a mixture whose relative volatility 
does not depend considerably on temperature.
(4) To be well characterised as to physical properties.
One other important criterion which should not be overlooked 
is that the relative volatility of the mixture should also be 
composition-independent. However, extensive search through the 
literature resulted in only a few binary mixtures which relatively 
conform to the necessary requirements. The most suitable of these 
mixtures are the following :
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(1) dibutyl phthalate and dibutyl azelate [74,113] ;
(2) di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate and dibutyl azelate [71] ;
(3) di-n-octyl phthalate and di-2-ethylhexyl sebacate [87] ;
(4) dibutyl phthalate and di-2-ethylhexyl sebacate [95] ;
(5) dibutyl phthalate and dibutyl sebacate [61] ;
(6) di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate and di-2-ethylhexyl sebacate [26,95];
The first three of these systems are characterised by a 
noticeably temperature-dependent relative volatility. The fourth 
system has a high relative volatility, giving it the advantage 
when evaluating low efficiency molecular stills. The fifth system 
has a relative volatility which is virtually independent of compo­ 
sition but with appreciable temperature-dependence. The last system 
seems to be the most suitable for evaluating the centrifugal mole­ 
cular still, since its relative volatility is independent of compo­ 
sition and its temperature-dependency is lower than that of the fifth 
system.
As a consequence of the above analysis, the system di-2-ethyl- 
hexyl phthalate-di-2-ethylhexyl sebacate (EHP-EHS) was chosen as 
the binary mixture for the evaluation and characterisation of the 




The two components of the binary mixture were supplied by 
Koch-Light Laboratories Ltd., Colnbrook, Buckinghamshire, England.
These are organic esters and are mainly used as plasticizers 
[2l] and diffusion oils [57] due to their low vapour pressure and 
high resistance to air and water vapour.
(1) Di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate (EHP)
,COOCH 2 CH(C 2 H 5)(CH 2) 3CH 3
Structural formula:
I! .1
•COOCH 2 CH(C2 H 5)(CH 2)3CH :
Molecular formula : C HO
Z4 oo 4
Molecular weight : 390.57
Purity on delivery from suppliers : > 99%
Refractive index nn on delivery from suppliers: 1.4872
Solubility : in water < 0.01% at 20°C and miscible with 
most organic solvents.
Colour : pale yellow. 
(2) Di-2-ethylhexyl sebacate (EHS)
Structural formula : C 4 H 9 CH CH 2 OO c(CH 2 ) gCOOCH 2 CH C 4 H
C 2 H 5 C 2 H 5
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Molecular formula : C H 0
26 50 4
Molecular weight : 426.68
Purity on delivery from suppliers : ~ 93%
Refractive index nD on delivery from suppliers: 1.4504
Solubility : in water < 0.025% and soluble in ethanol, 
acetone, and benzene.
Colour : Colourless.
4.2.1 Hazards and Handling of Materials
Experiments [66] indicate that under the normal conditions 
of industrial use, di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate should present no toxic 
hazard.
Fumes from the heated material may cause irritation of the
eyes and respiratory system. It is a combustible liquid at elevated
temperature, flash point 225 C (open cup).
The toxicity of di-2-ethylhexyl sebacate is still unknown. 
Goggles and gloves were used during the preparation of test samples, 
and a respirator when the materials were exposed openly to heat.
4.3 PHYSICAL PROPERTY DATA
4.3.1 Vapour Pressure
The lack of vapour pressure data reported in the literature 
on the EHP and EHS is surprising. However, some data are available
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but with large discrepancies. Most of these data have been found 
to fit the Clausius-Clapeyron equation,
log P = - | + B
where
P = vapour pressure mm or micron ; 
T = temperature K ; 
A, B = constants.
Tab l.e 4. 1 illustrates the variation in the values of the 
constants A and B for both EHP and EHS; it also gives 
calculated values of vapour pressure of these compounds for two 
different temperatures, using the related constants. It is, however, 
impractical to check experimentally the accuracy of these values, 
and it seems reasonable to choose the most widely used data, i.e. 
the data of Perry and Weber [89]. Hence, the vapour pressure 
equations of both compounds become :
riA *•> 544° ^PEHp = 10< 14 ' 62 -———> micron
_ n (14.90 _ —_—) micron 
EHS
The variation of vapour pressure with temperature for both components 
is shown in Figure 4.1.
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The values of vapour pressure were evaluated 
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Figure 4.1 : Vapour pressure of EHP and EHS as a function 
of temperature.
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4.3.1.1 Theoretical Relative Volatility
It can be recalled from Chapter II that the theoretical 
relative volatility of a binary mixture under conditions of molecular 
distillation is given by :
a - ! 
m ~ P 2
Using the data given in the previous section, the variation of theore­ 
tical relative volatility with temperature has been calculated and 
the results are shown in Figure 4.2.
4.3.1.2 Experimental Relative Volatility
The problems associated with the experimental relative 
volatility under conditions of molecular distillation have been 
discussed in Chapter II. Figure 4.2 shows the results obtained by 
various investigators when studying the EHP-EHS system.
An investigation has been carried out by Ziolkowski [117] 
regarding the limiting temperatures of EHP and EHS . The results 
are presented in Table 4.2 and these can explain why the experi­ 
mental relative volatility starts falling in the vicinity of and 










































































































































































Table 4.2 : Limiting temperatures of EHP and EHS.




t < 114 C
114°C < t < 152°C
t > 152 C
t < 132 C




Experimental measurements have been performed by Poltz [91] 
regarding the thermal conductivity of some dialkylphthalate compounds, 
including EHP. It was found that the thermal conductivity changes 
linearly with temperature and has very little dependence on the thick­ 
ness of the liquid layer.
Table 4.3 contains extracted values from Poltz's work. These 
values have been converted from SI units to cgs units.
Figure 4.3 shows the variation of thermal conductivity with 
temperature for different layer thicknesses. The extrapolations of
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Table 4.3 : Thermal conductivity of EHP as a function of 
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Figure 4.3 : Variation of thermal conductivity of EHP with 
temperature for different layer thicknesses.
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the curves seem to be justifiable since EHP has a high boiling 
point. The 0.458 mm layer thickness values are thought to be the 
most suitable for the present investigation since the experimental 
layer thickness is not likely to be higher than 0.458 mm.
Using a least-squares linear regression program, the thermal 
conductivity, k, of EHP may be expressed by the following 
equation :
k = 3.264409 x 10~4 - 2.44xio~ 7 t
(cal/sec cm C)
where
t = temperature ( C).
Unfortunately, data on thermal conductivity of EHS has not 
been found, despite a thorough search throughout the chemical and 
physical literature. Although numerous prediction techniques are 
available [96], it is wisely thought to back-calculate the thermal 
conductivity using information extracted and manipulated from 
Greenberg's [ 38] investigation on the same compound. The method is 
as follows :
Mean temperature of sample = 120 C
Mean temperature drop, AT = 0.042 C
Mean layer thickness, = 0.0023 cm
Area, A - 100 cm2
-2 - 1
Mean evaporation rate = 0.00009 gm cm sec
and the latent heat of vaporization of EHS as given by Perry and 
Weber [ 89] is 61.87 cal gm" .
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Since it has been assumed by Greenberg that the heat 
flux, q, through the liquid layer is equal to the heat supplied 
for evaporation, therefore
q = 0.00009 X61.87
= 0.0055683 cal cm'2 sec' 1 .
For heat conduction through liquid films, the simple form 
of Fourier's Law is :
q =
Substituting the above values in Fourier's equation, the thermal 
condutivity is readily found :
k = 3.04931 xlO" 4 cal sec" 1 cm" 1 °C" 1
This seems to fall in the same range of thermal conductivity of 
EHP, and since the problem under investigation is an engineering 
one, it is reasonable to adopt the available EHP data for EHS.
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4.3.2.2 Specific Heat
Since specific heat data on these compounds are not avail­ 
able, the Differential Scanning Calorimeter was used to evaluate 
the variation of specific heat with temperature for a set of compo­ 
sitions and pure components. Only selected values are shown in 
Table 4.4, and it may be seen from Figure 4.4 that the specific 
heat changes linearly with temperature, and also illustrates that 
the specific heat of the mixture conforms closely to the molal 
average law.
The straight lines of Figure 4.4 are obtained by using a 
least-squares linear regression program, and the correlation formula 
for each one is :
C = 8.467394 x 10" 4 t + 0.4393 
C = 8.094061 x io" 4 t + 0.4399
CQ = 7.823493 x io" 4 t + 0.4356
C = 7.552297 x IO" 4 t + 0.4302 
C = 7.627153 x io" 4 t + 0.4192
C = 7.185627 x IO" 4 t + 0.419974 
0.9013
c = 7.241453 x io" 4 t + 0.41406
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Table 4.4 : Specific heat of a set of mole fractions 
of EHP as a function of temperature.
EHP mole 
\ fraction











0.0000 0.1122 0.3179 0.5234 0.7340 0.9013 1.0000
































































































































































































Very few investigators [21,38,56,81] give rheological data 
on these compounds, and even these are only single-point values; 
but these values, however, offer a basis for comparison with the 
experimental results obtained here.
The Rotovisco viscometer was used to show that these compounds 
exhibit Newtonian behaviour; that is, strict proportionality between 
shear stress and rate of strain, and also to determine the viscosity 
of the pure compounds and a set of compositions over a range of 
temperatures up to 97 C. The results are presented in Table 4.5, 
and the variations are shown in Figure 4.5. Table 4.6 illustrates 
some of the results obtained here, and those published in the litera­ 
ture. It may be seen that the experimental results are within the 
practical limits.
Above the temperature of 50 C, the experimental results of 
EHP and EHS are approximated by the following equations :
(-1.21731 t°' 25 + 4.47608) 
U EHP = 10 (centipoise)
(44.86476 t" 1 + 0.037355)
^ =10 (centipoise) EHS
with maximum error of 1.73% for the viscosity of EHP and 2.42% 
for the viscosity of EHS.
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Table 4.5 : Viscosity of a set of mole fractions of 
EHP as a function of temperature.
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Figure 4.5 : Variation of viscosity with temperature for 
different values of EHP mole fraction.
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Table 4.6 : Viscosity of EHP and EHS :





































* Present experimental investigation. 
** Extrapolated from the experimental results,
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4.3.4 Optical Data
The refractive indices of the EHP-EHS system were 
determined with an Abbe Refractometer. Figure 4.6 illustrates 
the variation between the refractive index and the composition 
at 25 C. The relationship can be expressed by the following 
second-order equation :
n D25 = 1.4488 + 0.02999 x + 0.00561 x 2
where
n_" = refractive index at 25°C , 
x = mole fraction of EHP .
The experimental data fit this equation with a maximum deviation 
of 0.0002.
Neglecting the negative root, this equation has the following 
solution :
x = 13.35115 / 0.04008 - (1.4488 - nn25 ) - 2.6729D
so that direct results of mole fractions are readily calculated for 




















































THE MATHEMATICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE 
TRANSPORT PHENOMENA ON A ROTATING DISK
5.1. INTRODUCTION
In summary, a centrifugal molecular still uses low pressure to 
achieve zero pressure drop and evaporation may take place at any temp­ 
erature. It employs a renewable thin film developed by centrifugation 
to attain a high surface to volume ratio and subsequently good heat 
transfer, and at the same time minimum exposure to the heating surface. 
These factors combine to reduce the effect of torpidity and minimise 
the thermal hazard, and hence utilizing the molecular distillation 
principle to its fullest capability!
The present chapter is intended to provide an approximate mathe­ 
matical model quantitatively coupling the evaporation rate under vacuum 
of a binary mixture with the equations of energy and motion, thus 
relating it to such parameters as composition, film thickness, mean 
velocity, Reynolds number, and surface temperature, thus providing a 
basis of interpreting and correlating the experimental results.
5.2 FLUID FLOW
The experimental rotor in relation to the coordinate system is 
shown schematically in Fig.5.1. The liquid is brought up by the feed 




Figure 5.1 : Schematic diagram of the coordinate system of the rotor.
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rotational motion of the rotor with an angular velocity of to radians 
per second will impart centrifugal forces to the liquid, causing it 
to flow in a continuous renewable thin film over the entire surface 
starting at r and moving away towards the rim. Thus the case is 
seen to be one of three-dimensional flow, i.e. there exist velocity 
components in the radial direction, r, the circumferential direction, 
4>, and the meridional direction, 6. These velocities will be denoted 
respectively by V , V,, and V fi .
Many workers [10,29,32,39,53] have assumed that the liquid 
attains the same rotational speed as that of the rotor, thus ignoring 
the so-called Coriolis effect [98], while experiments [62,79} show that 
there may be a difference between the angular velocity of the liquid 
and the rate of rotation of the rotor. At first the calculation will 
be performed, taking an account of that difference.
The fluid flow will be considered in terms of spherical coord­ 
inates, r, <J), 6, as shown in Fig. 5.1.
Prior to introducing the equations of motion [ 8 ] to this case, 
the following assumptions are made :
(1) Newtonian laminar flow on the rotor surface.
(2) The effects of the residual gas on the flow are negligible [35].
(3) Surface tension effects are neglected.
(4) The flow is approximately rotationally symmetric.
(5) The thickness of the liquid film is small compared with the 
	rotor radius.
(6) The static pressure is practically constant over the liquid film.
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Assumption (5) implies that the meridional velocity is very 
small when compared with either the radial velocity or the circumfer­ 
ential velocity. If the liquid does not attain the same rotational
speed as that of the rotor, then its circumferential velocity relative
* 
to the rotor will be given by :
U. = u r sin9 - V , ...5.1 <P <J>
Hence, by taking into account the above assumptions when comparing 
the order of magnitudes of the various terms governing the three 
dimensional flow, the equations of motion and continuity reduce to :
3V Vfl 3V U, 2
V -5^- + — — |r - w 2 r sin 2 6 + 2 u>U. sin9 - -J- r 3r r 36 <j> r
3 2V
= -^- —— - - g sine}) sine ...5.2 a r 2 36 2
U 2 £21°. - 2 a, U cos 6 + co 2 r sin6 cos 6
i pip = — |^- + g sine)) cos6 ... 5.2 b
3U, V 3U. V U.v _ + - _ + - - 2 co v siner 3r r 36 r r
V Cp , co— ———-i- + g cos<f) ...5.2 c
r 2 3e 2
3V V . 3V.
r + 2 _r + I_6 = 0 ... 5>2d3r r r 36
The nomenclature is given in Appendix I.
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Introducing the coordinate y defined as :
In order to integrate the system of equations (5.2) it 
is convenient to introduce a dimensionless distance from the 
surface of the rotor :
= y
and a dimensionless radial distance :
R - -LIx — ——— - _
r ... 5.5 o
Further, the following dimensionless parameters are defined for 
the velocity components and the pressure :
U = ——— -=. ...5.6 
co r sin6
V





F = ——————-———— ...5.9 
p/ cov co r sin6
Inserting these equations into equations (5.2) to obtain :
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1 3 2 V _ g sintj) 
? 2 oo 2 r sine





Further simplifications can be made to the above equations by intro­ 
ducing the dimensionless parameter r] defined as :
r oo sin6
n = -2— r; —— ...5.11
ro 
and redefining the velocity components :
U = ...5.12 
r
V 
V - - ...5.13
ve
W = - ...5.14
Rearranging and introducing equations (5.11,5.12, 5.13 and 5.14) into 
equations (5.10)to obtain :
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111 + R2 n 2 g sin<|>
u2 * 9 lr-| * * r0 R w -•*R v i* ; + 2 u v °
r sine
- 2 R n V
0)
. _sine g £-2




r R *o K aw
to
= 0 ,5.15 d
If r] »r| , all terms on the left-hand side of equations (5.15 a,b) 
which do not possess the parameter ri 2 can be neglected, but in 
equation 5.15 c, the r) term on the left-hand side will tend to 








-2 V sin Rn sin 2 (
2V
y. D *
* ro K 3W
co
. . .5.16 c
...5.16 d
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Upon re -transformation, the above equations become
3 2 V g si—— = & — . 0 - sin 6 5 17 a
2 2 ' ' 'w r
3F g sin4> cot9 n= * ——— * ——— - cos 9 ...S.17b
or r
= . 2 sine V - ? C°S * ...5.17c
to 2 r sine
• = 2 V sine .. .5.17 d
Defining a dimensionless parameter 6 for the film thickness as :
6* = 6- ...5.18
The no-slip condition at the surface of the rotor gives the 
following boundary conditions :
£=0 : U=0,V=0,W=0
and at the free surface of the liquid film, the boundary conditions 
are :
The solutions of the differential equations (5.17) which satisfy the 
boundary conditions are :
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V = yfsine - £_§i2 
2l- u> 2 r 2 6
= r
L
cos e - g sincp cote * _
...5.19 a
...5.19 b
u = - isinefsine - gJEMlfe*
^ I 2i— /.\ fc •*»
6*
2 to r sin6
...5.19 c
W = si _5M"| I 6 * ^- £- 
o) 2 r —I L
...5.19 d
The distributions of these velocities and the pressure are sketched 
in Figure 5.2.
If the following condition applies :
gravitational force , 
centrifugal force
then, for example, equation (5.19a) reduces to
V = i sine 2 6*C - £ 2 ...5.20
i.e.
V J 2 r sin 2 e 2 6y - y ...5.21
Many workers [10,39,53], have derived equation (5.21)when studying 
a similar problem, but assuming a one-dimensional flow. Their 







































The volumetric flow rate at any radial position r is given by: 
Q = 2 TT r sin8 6 Vr
2 TT r sin9 V dy . ..5.22 
b
Substituting for V from equation (5. 21 ) and integrating, the mean 
radial velocity becomes :
77 1 io 2 r sin 2 9 . 2V = •=• ———————— o ...5.23
T 6 v
and the maximum radial velocity is :
c\r ~\ * t^ 2 r sin 2 6 .2 c -.(V ) = T ———————— 6 ...5.24r mx 2 v
The mass flow rate at any radial position r is given by : 
G = 2 IT r sin6 p 6 V
2 Sin 6 2 2 r3 r or= -=- ir p —-— w r o . . .5.25
The mean (V^J with respect to radial position may be 
expressed as :
r mx
— 11 wz r sin 2 6 r2 , r _,(Vr ) = —— 4 ———————— 6 dr ...5.26
r mx r- r0 ) 2 v
r
From equation (5.25) :
3V G 1 r 3 ...5.27
p sin 3 f
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Substituting equation (5.27) into equation (5.26) and integrating 
to obtain :
(V,) = C G
mx
r- 2, 2/r /3 - ro /3
r - r ...5.28o 
where
C = —-————~————
The residence time for a particle at the surface of the liquid 
film is given by :
r - r 
t - -—
(VJ r mx
2/3 r 2/3 . r 2/3
...5.29
C G /3 r /a - r o
In order to predict whether the flow across the rotor surface 
is laminar or turbulent, Reynolds number is defined as :
P r 
Re = ———— ...5.30
y
where
cross-sectional area of flowD = 4 x
wetted perimeter
For the rotor, D= 46 , taking the rotor circumference to be 
infinitely large in comparison to film thickness. Hence,
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4 6 V 
Re =
v
Substitute for V to obtain :
Re
and for 6 to obtain :
Re = Try Sine r ••• 5 ' 33
where it is understood that the Reynolds number is evaluated at 
radial position, r. Quantitative information concerning the type 
of flow that can be expected under a given set of physical conditions 
seems to be only fragmentary. For falling liquid films, the 
following information may be given [33,40,101]:
laminar flow without rippling: Re < 4 to 25
laminar flow with rippling : 4 to 25 < Re < 1000 to 2000
turbulent flow: Re > 1000 to 2000
and for films formed by centrifugation, Yamada et al [115] gives : 
laminar flow without rippling: 10 < Re < 140
However, visual observation by the aid of a stroboscope is highly 
recommended to detect any rippling or rupture phenomena in the film.
-137-
Further useful groupings can be formulated by defining the 




V = =— ...5.35 
Vro
Equation (5.25) gives :
o 6 o ...5.37 o o
Dividing equation (5.25) by equation (5.37) to obtain :
G* = R2 A 3 ...5.38
and equation (5.23) gives :
Vr = Y u) 2 Sin2 6 r 6 2 ...5.39 ro 3 oo
Dividing equation (5.23) by equation (5.39) to obtain :
Vr* = R A 2 ...5.40
also equation (5.32) gives :
Dividing equation (5.32) by equation (5.41) to obtain :
*
Re = R A 3 ...5.42
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Upon re-arrangement of equations (5.38, 5.40, and 5.42), the 
following are obtained :
'V - 2/3
= G* 3 R ...5.43
*s 
Vr = G R ...5.44
l/ l,
* * /2 /2
Vr = G A ...5.45
* Va % Re = G /2 A 2 ...5.46
* f*
Re = ~ ...5.47
The distributions of these parameters are illustrated in Figures 
5.3 and 5.4 for G = 1, i.e. there is no evaporation.
5.2.1 Fluid Flow During the Evaporation Process
In the preceding section, many relationships were derived 
concerning the fluid flow. In those relationships the mass flow 
rate across the rotor surface was considered to be constant, i.e. 
G = 1. However, for an evaporation to take place, G* can no 
longer stay constant. Also, during the distillation of a binary 
mixture, the composition of the distilland will be changing across 








Figure 5.3 : Variation of dimensionless flow rate, velocity, 
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Figure 5.4 : Variation of dimensionless flow rate, velocity
and Reynolds number with dimensionless film thickness.
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The following assumptions are considered :
(1) The validity of Raoult's law.
(2) Rate of diffusion through the liquid film is greater than 
the rate of evaporation.
(3) Vapour flow has no effect on the liquid movement.
Figure 5.5. shows a small circumferential stripe of the rotor 
surface over which the distil land is flowing. During the residence 
time of the distil land on the stripe, a certain amount will be evapor­ 
ated subject to the temperature and composition, and the rest will be 
moving onto the next stripe.
Let :
Mass flow rate of component 1 entering the stripe = G
H it it I? M 2 " " " = G 02
it M M H i, l leaving " " = G 
M M ii M ii 2 " " " = G
Introducing the activity coefficient, Y , to take into account 
any deviation from Raoult's law and also to cover the evaporation 
cofficient, and applying equation (2.10) to each component separately, 
to obtain :
_
d w 7 /^7 M i d G
j-£ = 5.833X ID' xP : xYx / - x ——— -g- = - ^ ...5.48
M M
_ Y 5 = 5.833 x 10 x P2 x Y 2 x ^ ——— ̂- - - A dt • • • 3 •.




Figure 5.5 : Schematic diagram of a section of the liquid film on 
the rotor surface.
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Dividing equation (5.48) by equation (5.49), gives :
L. ft ...5.50
y The above equation can be integrated providing that the ratio —
Y2
can be considered to remain constant over the composition range. 
This has been experimentally proven to be true for the system 
EHP-EHS [61].
Y, P M'1 1— p 
conditions of molecular distillation, and will be denoted by a.
 p— / TT~ represents the experimental relative volatility under
Upon integration over the limits,
G •*• G01 i
G -»• G
02 2
equation (5.50) becomes :
G IG
01 v 02






equation (5.51) becomes :




= -5.833 x 10 x P —
-2 M 
Kz = -5.833 x 10 x P 2 -
Introducing equations (5.52, 5.53, 5.54) into equation (5.48), and 
re-arranging to obtain :
MJ ^ a 
RT G i d G. A dt ...5.55
If Y is a constant, the solution of the above equation is :









since yi i $ actually not a constant but a function of composition
and temperature, the G values at various t can only be calculated
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The mean value of G 1 can be expressed as
G l d t
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Substituting equation (5.55) into equation (5.59) and integrating 
and re-arranging to obtain :
p f C 1 ^ j. rv /"* ___GQ1 CG X - 1) + a G02 —
M / i ( * 'a
...5.60
Exactly the same procedure has been followed to obtain (J,
r 2 2, ., 1+OU
02 * a + G G 2 + G0l G0 2 M~
G2 = ——_____:————————————r.————————————— ...5.61
V
and hence, the total mean flow rate may be expressed as :
G" = G l + ~G Z .. .5.62
Furthermore, during the evaporation process, equation (5.29) can 
be expressed as :
t . _ [r • r° ]2
The area of evaporation, A, can also be expressed in terms of 
radial position, r, as :
A = TT Sin6 (r 2 - rQ2 ) ...5.64
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Rewriting equation (5.57) :
t =
IT Sine K 1 Y X (r2 - r 2 )
...5.65
Thus, introducing equations (5.60, 5.61, 5.63, 5.65) into equation 
(5.62), and re-arranging to obtain an equation relating G* and 
R for any particular set of Y^ , a and K x .
r-%, 2





02 * -• MZ _i_ G o: G 02 M I (1-Kx) a
G ic- 1 *.,] .i 6 £(^-13
02 [ i J a 01 M I i
r
[_
x Gol CG 1 - 1) + a
1/a
Kj ?! IT Sin 6 i o/r V3 2/3
__J______ r ^|_R + R + lj [R -1] ...5.66
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5. 3 HEAT TRANSFER
The heat needed for the evaporation of the liquid from the 
surface of the film is normally provided by an electrical heating 
element embedded beneath the surface of the rotor and capable of 
providing constant power output.
Prior to introducing the equation of energy [ 8] , the 
following assumptions are made :
(1) The velocity profile is fully developed at any radial 
position.
(2) The feed enters at a constant temperature, T .
(3) The surface of the rotor is at a constant temperature, T .
(4) Viscous dissipation is negligible,
(5) Liquid physical properties are taken at a mean temperature.
With these and the previously stated assumptions governing the fluid 
flow, the energy equation reduces to :
c v 21 = k —— ...5.67 
p r 3r 2
The above equation indicates that there is a temperature gradient 
from the centre of the rotor to the periphery, in addition to the 
temperature gradient across the thickness of the liquid film.
Since the molecular distillation process is a surface 
phenomenon, i.e. the evaporation rate is a function of the tempera­ 
ture and the composition of the specie at the surface; therefore 
the shape of the temperature profiles developed within the liquid
-148-
film are of no influence on the rate of evaporation. Hence, equation 
(5.67) can be approximated to :
8T .
T- = a 1 — ~ ...5.683r 2
where a' is a combination of the physical properties of the material 
defined as :
, _ ka = ' CP
This is known as the thermal diffusivity of the material.
Combining equations (5.23) and (5.25), gives :
_ _y
V = C r ...5.69 r 2
where i U) 2 r 3 V G -r Vac < = * - [FTT^-]
Introducing equation (5.69) into equation (5.68), and re-arranging 
to obtain :




Equation (5.70) is only valid for predicting approximate values of 
liquid film surface temperature and not temperature profiles within 
the liquid film. It has the following boundary conditions :
y - o . r > ro • T - Th 
y - «„ . r = ro • T = To
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5.3.1 Similarity Solution of the Energy Equation
Introducing the reduced variable :
T - T
.5.71
and a new independent variable 3 defined by
V2 _ 2/3 . 
B = B r y .5.72
Upon simplification and re-arrangement, equation (5.70) reduces to 
the following ordinary differential equation :
. ..5.73d3<









Equation (5.74) can be simplified further to
, V, -V( n ' 2 „ A
erf
/T





2 r s 5 
o o
The variation of the reduced film surface temperature ^ and
o
the reduced film surface similarity variable $ f°r several values
i>
of the mass flow rate G are computed using Simpson's Approximation. 
The numerical values are tabulated in Table 5.1. and the distribution 
of these variables is sketched in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. The 
following data have been used in the calculation :
a 1 = 0.00061 cm 2 /sec ;
v = 0.0281 cm2 /sec ;
p = 0.98 gm/cm 3 ;
6 = 75° ;
r = 1.11125 cm ; o




































































































Figure 5.6 : Variation of reduced surface temperature with 
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Figure 5.7 : Variation of reduced surface temperature with the 
reduced similarity variable for different values 
of mass flow rate.
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CHAPTER VI 
SOLUTION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Equations (5.66 and 5.74) represent a system relating indirectly 
the evaporation rate of a binary mixture and the radial position on 
the rotor surface for any particular set ofC,G , G , k, K , M ,
M 2 ' ro' To' Th' a ' "Y i' 9 ' v ' p ' and °°'
The solution of this system will provide an approximate analysis 
of the coupled phenomena of fluid dynamics, heat transfer, and surface 
evaporation of a binary mixture in the centrifugal molecular still.
6.2 PARAMETERS
6.2.1 Design Parameters
The CMS-5 is designed in such a way that the following parameters 
are fixed :
(1) Rotor face angle, [90 - 9) = 15°
(2) Initial radial position, r = 1.15 cm
(3) Final radial position, r = 6.23 cm
(4) Angular velocity of rotor, w = 140 sec
6.2.2 Experimental Parameters
In each experimental run made on the di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate- 




constant throughout the entire run :
(1) Rate of feed to rotor, G
(2) Composition of feed, x
(3) Temperature of feed, T
(4) Mean distilland temperature at the periphery, T
mdp
6.2.3 Test Mixture Parameters
Most of the physical property data of the binary mixture are 
functions of both temperature and composition, and although equations 
and graphs have been presented in Chapter IV relating a particular 
property to the temperature for a certain composition, and in order 
to solve the mathematical model, a general formula relating that 
property to the temperature and the composition is required. Accord­ 
ingly the following expressions have been correlated for each property:
Specific heat:
C . = 8.467394 x 1Q~ 4 t - 1.225941 x 10" 4 t x mix
-0.02524 x + 0.4393 (cal/gm °C) ...6.1
Viscosity:
0.25.
u . = x x 10 mix L
(0.82536 - 0.40577 t )
(14.95492 t" 1 - 0.654215)1
+ (1 - x) 10 J ...6.2
(poise)
Density :
p = 0.0693 x + 0.9103 (gm/cm 3 ) ...6.3 
mix
"Thermal expansion is negligible.
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Thermal conductivity :
k = 3.264409 x lo' 4 - 2.44 x 1Q' 7 t (cal/sec cm °C) ...6.4
.5.833 xuf 5 x f 390.57 1°' 5 ...>•«- dJgW)
...6.5
(t^T? - °' 28 ) 
a = 1.0452 x 10 ^-A* ^ ...6.6
where
x = mole fraction of EHP ;
t = temperature (°C).
6.3 THE SOLUTION
During the process of distillation, the composition and 
temperature of the distilland are changing, traversing from the 
centre of the rotor to the periphery. Since equation (5.66) contains 
parameters which are functions of temperature and composition, the 
composition, the mean bulk and surface temperatures of the distilland 
have to be known before this equation can be solved.
Unfortunately, equation (5.74) involves the rotor surface 
temperature, T, , which is an unknown parameter. Therefore a solution 
technique has been devised where the experimental mean distilland 
temperature at the periphery, T , , is used in an iterative method 
to confirm a correct guess value of T, .
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In general, the numerical solution of the mathematical model 
involves dividing the radial distance into small equal parts and 
assuming an initial guess value for T, .
Starting at the feed position, values for the density, 
kinematic viscosity, film thickness, mean velocity, and Reynolds 
number can be calculated as functions of the feed temperature, T 
and composition, XQ , from equations (6.3, 6.2, 5.27, 5.23, 5.31) 
respectively. For the first part of the radial distance, values 
for the mean bulk kinematic viscosity, thermal conductivity, and 
specific heat are also calculated as functions of the arithmetic 
mean bulk temperature and the initial composition using equations 
(6.2, 6.4, 6.1) respectively. The values for a and K x are 
calculated as functions of the initial surface temperature using 
equations (6.5 and 6.6) respectively.
With all parameters known, equation (5.66) can now be solved
numerically using the Newton-Raphson method[30]. Upon convergence,
_ * *
G, G 2 , Gj, G 2 , G , film thickness, mean velocity, and Reynolds
number can be calculated using equations (5.62, 5.54, 5.52, 5.53, 
5.34, 5.43, 5.44, 5.47) respectively.
In order to determine the surface temperature of the second 
part, equation (5.74) is also solved numerically by Simpson's 
Rule [30]. The limits of integration are calculated using equation 
(5.72).
These calculations proceed for each part of the radial 
distance in turn until the edge of the rotor is reached; then 
the mean distilland temperature at the periphery can be calculated
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and compared to the experimental mean. If agreement is not attained, 
the entire iteration procedure is repeated, starting with an
incremented value of T, .n
The listing of the computer program used in these computations 
is given in Appendix II.
The program was run to obtain :
(1) Mass flow rate, composition, film thickness, mean velocity,
Reynolds number, surface temperature, and relative volatility 
as functions of radial position on the rotor surface,
(2) Mean values for distillation rate, composition of distillate, 
composition of distilland, relative volatility and surface 
temperature.
In this solution, the distillation process has been assumed 
as one obeying Raoult's Law, i.e. the activity coefficient equals 
unity. This seems to be a justifiable assumption, since it is 
known that the present experimental binary mixture conforms closely 
to ideal mixing and solution behaviour. In addition, the measured 
experimental distillation rate and the composition of distillate 
can now be considered as a measure of the extent to which molecular 





7. 1 LIQUID PATHLINE
The stroboscopic photograph, Plate 3.7, is typical of either 
components of the binary mixture, showing di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate 
at the moment of impinging on the moving rotor surface at low 
feeding rate (50 teeth gear),and the temperature being 17°C. The 
radial streaks imply that the liquid has the same rotational speed 
as the rotor and the domination of the radial velocity over the 
tangential velocity, i.e. the path traversed by any liquid particle 
with respect to the rotor surface is straight and radial. Plate 3.8 
shows the liquid film when it is fully developed, and the same 
behaviour has been observed when other feed gears were used.
Spiral pattern (Plates 3.9 and 3.10) has appeared at the 
centre of the rotor for both di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate and di-2- 
ethylhexyl sebacate when they were fed at 120°C using high feeding 
rate (30 teeth gear) and the phenomenon persisted for the other feed 
gears.
This phenomenon is attributed to the Coriolis effect [29,98]. 
The liquid at any point on a rotating disk is subject to two main 
forces: a centrifugal force acting in the positive radial direction 
and a Coriolis force acting in the plane of rotation and normal to 
the radius.
The condition for neglecting the Coriolis force requires that
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Coriolis force _ m (2 w V
Centrifugal force , , « 1m u) 2 r sin 2 6
where m is a unit mass
or
V « a) r sin 2 6/2
Substituting equation (5.24) for V and rearranging to obtain :
v
this dimensionless ratio is denoted by N; in practice N means 
that the mathematical model is restricted to relatively thin layers 
of liquid of high kinematic viscosity for any particular value of 
the angular velocity.
The application of N to a typical experimental run is 
shown graphically in Figure 7.1 which illustrates that N varies 
across the rotor from approximately 0.2 to 0.05. However, as can be 
seen from the photographs, the feed tube discharges the feed liquid 
in a normal rather than tangential direction with respect to the 
rotational plane. This undoubtedly will add an additional radial 
component upon the centrifugally genrated radial velocity. Therefore 
it could be reasonably assumed that the Coriolis effect is not as 
high as it seems, and the mathematical model with regard to this 
point is still sound.
It was aimed, by taking a high speed film (500 fr./sec.), to 
have an estimate of the time required for a liquid particle to cross 
the rotor surface. Unfortunately, the high intensity of light required
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Figure 7.1 : Variation of the dimension less Coriolis ratio, N, 
with the dimensionless radial position.
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for such a film created a problem; due to the shining face of the 
rotor, as well as the thinness of the layer of the liquid film a 
high percentage of the light flux was reflected back to the lens 
of the camera. Upon examination of the developed film, it was 
noticed that the film had been over-exposed and, consequently, the 
task of tracing a particle was an extremely difficult one.
7.2 DEGASIFICATION TEMPERATURE OF MATERIALS
The procedure for determining a safe degasification temperature 
for the components is given in Chapter III. The properties of 
di-2-ethylhexyl sebacate were unaffected by the test despite increasing 
the temperature up to 95 C. At 70 C, the colour of di-2-ethylhexyl 
phthalate was slightly changing after three hours of continuous 
heating, but there was no change in the refractive index of the 
material. At 80°C, and after 1.5 hours of heating, the colour was 
nearly yellow and a slight change in the refractive index was observed.
Therefore, depending on these observations, the upper limit of 
the degasification temperature was set at 65 C.
7.3 EFFECT OF VACUUM IMPROVEMENT
The addition of the second diffusion pump, and the proper 
greasing and maintenance of the various joints in the CMS-5 proved 
to increase the rate of evacuation of the still and reduce the 
pressure down to approximately 10" 5 mm Hg. The main purpose of such 
low pressure was not to improve the evaporation rate, but to ensure
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that the vacuum was maintained at 10~^ mm Hg or below. This is 
known to be a satisfactory vacuum for molecular distillation 
processes [55].
7.4 EFFECT OF THE CONDENSING SURFACE TEMPERATURE
The condensing surface temperature was considered as one 
of the main parameters to be studied in this investigation. Upon 
the recommendation of Dr. G. Burrows*, the condenser thermocouple 
was fabricated and installed on the inside face of the Bell-jar 
opposite the evaporating rotor. This thermocouple failed to provide 
a satisfactory performance for two reasons:
(1) Insufficient distillate film to cover the thermocouple 
head and consequently fluctuating output.
(2) Even, when the distillation rate was increased as an 
atempt to increase the thickness of distillate film, 
channellings in the film were set up and this phenomenon 
is mainly due to the fact that di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate 
and di-2-ethylhexyl sebacate are non-wetting to glass [111].
However, a closer inspection of the literature regarding 
this problem revealed that it was unnecessary to know the condensing 
surface temperature as long as the condensing surface was kept cool 
enough to prevent any re-evaporation of the distillate molecules [34] 
The optimum rate of cooling water to the condenser was found to be 
250 cc/min. This value was arrived at by conducting rate studies 
on the pure components. Their experimental evaporation rates were 
improved by more than 15% compared to the rates when no cooling
* Private communications to Dr. G.J. Rees
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water was used. Any further increase in the rate of cooling 
offered no improvement in the rate of evaporation. As a result 
of this optimum value, the outside temperature of the condenser 
was noted to be between 30 and 60°C depending on the distillation 
rate.
However, the condensing surface temperature in typical 
experimental runs may be approximately calculated as follows:
Maximum distillation rate = 0.1 gm/sec
Minimum distillation rate = 0.002 gm/sec
2 Condensation area * 100 cm
Latent heat = 60 cal/gm
Thermal conductivity of glass = 2 x 10 cal/sec cm°C
Thickness of glass = 0.5 cm
Hence, the temperature difference across the glass for 
the maximum distillation rate is given by:
_ 0.1 x 60 x 0.5
100 x 2 x 10" 3
= 15°C
and, similarly for the minimum distillation rate:
At = 0.3°C
Therefore, the condensing surface temperature is approximately
between 31 and 75°C. In practice, however, these values will be
increased somewhat by the heat radiated from the evaporator.
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7.5 ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RUNS
7.5.1 Introduction
A total of 120 experimental runs were carried out on 
five different compositions of the EHP-EHS system using the 
three available spur gears (30, 40, and 50 teeth) over a range 
of temperatures. The experimental parameters, together with the 
numerically calculated values for some runs are presented in 
Tables 1 through 75 in Appendix III. Mass flow rate, composition, 
film thickness, mean velocity, Reynolds number, surface temperature, 
and relative volatility, calculated as described in Chapter VI are 
tabulated for each run as a function of radial position on the 
rotor surface starting at the initial position (1.15 cm) and ending 
at the edge of rotor at 6.23 cm. In addition, the calculated and 
experimental mean values of distillation rate, distillate composition, 
relative volatility, surface temperature, and distilland temperature 
at the periphery are also tabulated. Also, the calculated mean 
distilland compositions for selected runs are given in Table 76. 
Figure III.l shows some of the above-mentioned variables in 
normalized form as a function of the dimensionless radial position 
for a typical experimental run.
7.5.2 Mean Distillation Temperature
The problem of determining the exact temperature of 
distillation has been fully discussed in Chapters III and V. 
The relationship between the calculated mean surface temperature 
and the experimental mean distilland temperature at the periphery 
for the two extremes of the composition spectrum is shown
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graphically in Figure 7.2. It can be seen from the graph that 
the mean surface temperature, i.e. the mean distillation 
temperature, is not just a function of the mean distilland 
temperature at the periphery, but also a function of feed rate 
and composition. When EHS is the dominating component, i.e. 
low evaporation rate, the relationship tends to be linear for 
the three different feed rates, but when EHP is dominating, i.e. 
higher evaporation rate at the same temperature, the rate of 
change of the distillation temperature decreases with increasing 
the mean distilland temperature.
In the experimental phase of his studies on the evaporation 
rates of EHP, EHS, and other pure materials in the centrifugal 
molecular still, Greenberg [38] pre-heated the feed to the same 
temperature as that of the mean distilland at the periphery and 
postulated a one-dimensional heat flow assuming that the heat flux 
across the liquid film is being the latent heat of vapourization 
of the material. Doing so, he avoided the complexity and the 
problems of deciding the true temperature of distillation. 
Unfortunately, in pre-heating the liquid, Greenberg had over­ 
looked one of the main advantages of the centrifugal molecular 
still, i.e. the short exposure to heat in order to reduce the 
thermal hazard to a minimum.
However, as Figure 7.2 also shows, the difference between 
the two temperatures can reach as much as 40°C taking into account 
that 10°C could double the evaporation rate of either components. 
Therefore, before it is concluded that the mean distilland temperature 
at the periphery does in no way give the true temperature of
-167-
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distillation, Figures 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 illustrate the experimental 
distillation rates relative to the theoretically calculated values. 
Although these Figures only show the two extreme compositions, 
they are good representatives of all runs. The rate of change of 
the experimental values with the theoretically calculated varies 
from about 99 percent at low temperature to 92 percent at high 
temperature. These results, however, assert to a certain degree 
the validity of applying the mathematical model to this problem.
7.5.3 Relative Volatility
The experimental relative volatility for each run has been 
calculated according to equation (2.47), and the results are 
presented in Appendix III. Figure 7.6 shows the experimental 
relative volatility as a function of the mean surface temperature 
for different feed compositions and flow rates. The general trend 
of the experimental points starts falling steadily above 120°C and 
steeply above 160 C. These data are in good agreement with the 
data of Malyusov [72] and Trevoy [107] particularly above 140°C, 
and 150% better than those obtained by Cvengros [26] when 
evaluating the same binary mixture.
The Figure also shows that better relative volatilities 
are obtained in general for high feeds than for low feeds. This 
is mainly due to the shorter residence time of the distilland on 
the rotor surface, i.e. the mean distilland composition remains 
higher for high feed than low feed for the same feed composition. 
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Figure 7.3 : Variation of experimental distillation 
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Figure 7.4 : Variation of experimental distillation 
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Figure 7.5 : Variation of experimental distillation 






























































































































































































In regard to the relationship between feed compositions 
and experimental relative volatility, no trends are apparent. 
This finding is also in agreement with Trevoy's conclusion 
regarding the distillation of this mixture in the falling-stream 
tensimeter.
Therefore, it could be concluded that the experimental 
relative volatility for the EHP-EHS system is virtually independent 
of the composition of the mixture and its dependency on temperature 
is not far from that of the theoretical providing that the 
distillation temperature is kept below 160 C.
7.5.4. Theoretical Molecular Plate
In estimating the number of theoretical plates in the 
CMS-5, use can be made of equation (2.53), where XQ is now 
the numerically calculated mean distilland composition; xn is 
the experimental distillate composition; and a is the 
theoretically calculated mean relative volatility.
The calculated values of TMP for 74 experimental runs are 
presented in Figure 7.7 as functions of the mean surface temperature. 
Since the CMS-5 is a single stage distillation unit, theoretically 
speaking [7], it can only represent one TMP. Although the results 
for the experimental distillate compositions are given in Tables 1 
through 75 and are self-explanatory when compared to the theoretically 
calculated values and feed compositions, expressing them in terms of 
the TMP will show the general trend of the efficiency of the CMS-5.
Figure 7.7 shows that the TMP can reach 0.96 at low 
temperature, i.e. low distillation rate, and gradually decreases to 


















































































































































































































































































































temperature to a value of 0.53 at (170°-190°C). The influence 
of the feed rate, which was evident in the variation of relative 
volatility with the mean surface temperature does not appear. 
The values obtained here are comparable to Trevoy's data and three 
times better than Cvengros'.
Since the evaluation of the TMP involved an experimentally 
measured value, the mean composition of distillate x , the 
numerical solution of the mathematical model applies directly to 
the physical problem when the CMS-5 is evaluated in terms of the 
TMP than the relative volatility.
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CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
8 . 1 CONCLUSIONS
One of the main achievements of this study is the 
mathematical model, where the equations of fluid dynamics, 
heat transfer, and surface evaporation under conditions of 
molecular distillation are directly applied to the centrifugal 
molecular still. Despite the limitations of this model, it 
offers good agreement between the experimental and calculated 
values, and without it, it was not possible to predict the true 
temperature of distillation which was found to differ by as much 
as 40 C (depending on the rates of distillation and feed) from 
that claimed by the manufacturers of the CMS-5. The tabulated 
solutions for each experimental run provide comprehensive 
information regarding the transport behaviour of the fluid on 
the rotor surface during the process of molecular distillation.
This study has also provided new physical property data 
for the test mixture and confirmed that its relative volatility 
is independent of composition.
The separating efficiency of the still has been also 
improved by the various modifications, particularly the addition 
of a water-cooled condenser.
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8.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
This investigation can be extended to include the 
following areas:
(1) The application of the mathematical model to non-ideal 
binary mixtures.
(2) The application of the mathematical model to a CMS-15 
centrifugal molecular still using the present binary 
mixture.
(3) A theoretical and experimental study of the separations 
attainable with ternary systems.
-178-
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B defined in page 149
C defined in page 136
C specific heat
C2 defined in page 149




G mass flow rate
k thermal conductivity
K defined in page 145
M molecular weight
P vapour pressure
Q volumetric flow rate
r radial distance in spherical coordinate
R dimensionless radial distance





V ,V ,V velocity components in the liquid film 
r <f> 0
w total amount evaporated in time, t








A dimensionless radial film thickness
r| dimensionless angular velocity
9 angle in spherical coordinate
U viscosity
v kinematic viscosity
5 dimensionless distance from the surface of the rotor
p density







s pertains to film surface
h pertains to rotor surface
* dimensionless variable
1,2 components in the binary system
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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE SOLUTION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
II.1 LIST OF SYMBOLS
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Figure III.l : Normalized graph; Run No. 100
A.84
